
2001 +VAT 2x PS5 games, 7x PS4 games, 1x Xbox 
Series S games, 15x Xbox One games

2002 +VAT Quantity of DVD / Blu-Ray films

2003 +VAT DJI Osmo Mobile SE smartphone 
stabiliser

2004 +VAT Ring Doorbell Pro 2

2005 +VAT 3x Eufy Security Remote Alerts

2006 +VAT Peterson StroboPLUS HD tuner

2007 +VAT TC Electronic Dark Matter effects pedal

2008 +VAT Sonos Play:1 wireless speaker

2009 +VAT 4 folders containing First Day Covers 
various loose

2010 +VAT Prada 8251 sunglasses with case and box

2011 +VAT Oakley B860 sunglasses with box

2012 +VAT Guess GUF 7022 sunglasses with case

2013 +VAT 2x Pandora Star Wars charms, Swarovski 
necklace and Vivienne Westwood bangle

2014 +VAT Fossil FS5664 wristwatch with tin

2015 +VAT Fossil BQ2125IE wristwatch with tin

2016 +VAT Accurist green dial wristwatch with box

2017 +VAT Michael Kors wristwatch and other 
watches/smartwatches

2018 +VAT Bust of Hitler

2019 +VAT Samsung WB100 16MP digital camera 
with box

2020 +VAT Nikon Coolpix B500 digital camera

2021 +VAT FLIR One Edge Pro thermal camera

2022 +VAT Sigma 18-35mm F1.8 DV camera lens

2023 +VAT Fire TV Stick Lite

2024 +VAT Fire 7 9th Gen tablet

2025 +VAT Fire 7 7th Gen tablet

2026 +VAT R36S handheld console simulator

2027 +VAT R36S handheld console simulator

2028 +VAT R36S handheld console simulator

2029 +VAT R36S handheld console simulator

2030 +VAT Nintendo DS Lite

2031 +VAT Sony PS Vita

2032 +VAT 6x Retevis RT668 two-way radios

2033 +VAT Film script with notes for 'Plenty - a film by 
David Hare'

2034 +VAT Shure SM7B microphone

2035 +VAT Electro-Harmonix Cock Fight Talking Wah 
Pedal

2036 +VAT Amazon Echo 2nd Gen

2037 +VAT Amazon Echo 2nd Gen

2038 +VAT Lenovo ThinkPad USB-C Dock v2

2039 +VAT *Sealed* Google Nest Mini 2nd Gen

2040 +VAT BeQuiet! Light Wings PC cooling fans

2041 +VAT PolaroidLab phone to Polaroid photo

2042 +VAT Belkin Boost Charge Pro 3-in-1 wireless 
charging stand

2043 +VAT eero Pro 6 tri-band mesh WiFi router

2044 +VAT Casio FR-1011S printing/display 
calculator

2045 +VAT Panasonic DMR-EX773 DVD recorder

2046 +VAT In-car media player

2047 +VAT Lenovo L15 mobile monitor

2048 +VAT Liverpool FC football bearing signatures 
(unverified)

2049 +VAT Bagpipe practice chanter with case

2050 +VAT Neewer microphone isolation shield

2051 +VAT Analogue Pocket handheld console 
simulator

2052 +VAT R36S handheld console simulator

2053 +VAT Navpal GPS Sat Nav

2054 +VAT Mastercharge Invisible wireless charger

2055 +VAT Karaoke Kit and 2 extra microphones

2056 +VAT Logitech G923 Racing steering wheel for 
Xbox One and PC (no pedals)

2057 +VAT Logitech Keys-To-Go slim wireless 
keyboard

2058 +VAT Xbox 360 DJ Hero 2 turntable and game

2059 +VAT GT Audio V8 Turbo DVB

2060 +VAT 6x WiFi smart cameras

2061 +VAT Ganz H.264 ZS1A-4DS Channel Video 
Server

2062 +VAT Baofeng two-way radio

2063 +VAT Wharfedale DX-1 speaker set

2064 +VAT Sennheiser HD 560S wired headphones

2065 +VAT Podcast bundle kit
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2066 +VAT Sensate 2 stress relief device

2067 +VAT Boxed Vonlanthen men's automatic 
wristwatch with white dial and brown leather 
strap

2068 +VAT Boxed Helma DH men's auto Tour Billion 
Worldview wristwatch with white face and gold 
strap

2069 +VAT Boxed Ruckstuhl pen

2070 Boxed Louis Lacombe men's sub-dial wristwatch 
with silver face and brown leather strap

2071 +VAT Boxed Talis Co. Men's Chronograph 
moon-phase watch with black face and black 
leather strap

2072 +VAT Boxed William Jourdain men's automatic 
wristwatch with blue face, moon-phase and 
black leather strap

2073 Breitling Colt A7380 chronograph watch with 
white face and black leather strap, unboxed

2074 +VAT Deschamps and Co. automatic wristwatch 
with see-through face, silver coloured surround 
and red strap

2075 +VAT Boxed Talis and Co. Men's limited ed. 
chronograph with see-through face, black 
surround, and silver strap

2076 +VAT Ruckstuhl silver ballpoint pen

2077 +VAT Boxed Louis Lacombe Men's sub-dial 
wristwatch with silver coloured face and black 
leather strap

2078 +VAT Boxed Ring Chime

2079 Boxed Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 10.1" with dual 
core 1.0 GHz processor, GT25110

2080 +VAT Boxed Ring Chime with boxed Ring quick 
release battery pack

2081 Boxed Fitbit Versa

2082 +VAT Boxed Ray-Ban glasses

2083 +VAT Boxed Ray-Ban glasses

2084 +VAT Hugo Boss sunglasses with case

2085 +VAT Hugo Boss sunglasses with case

2086 +VAT Apple iPhone 15 128 GB in black, 
MTP03ZD/A

2087 +VAT Ben Sherman sunglasses in case

2088 +VAT Esprit sunglasses with case

2089 +VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxes JLab Epic Air 
Sports AMC 2nd Gen wireless earbuds

2090 Acer Tablet Actab721 16 GB 7" screen with WiFi

2091 Blackview Tab 8 tablet with android 12 RK3566 
Quadcore 1.8 GHz processor, 10.1" screen, 4 
GB RAM, 64 GB ROM

2092 +VAT Boxed Sony earbuds

2093 +VAT FitBit Versa 4 in pink

2094 +VAT Boxed Sony WHCH720M noise-cancelling 
headphones

2095 +VAT Bose sunglasses in case

2096 Ray-Ban sunglasses in case

2097 Unboxed Apple Airpods Pro with case and cable

2098 Unboxed Apple iPod Classic 5th Gen, 30 GB

2099 +VAT Ring Flood Light Cam Wired Plus

2100 Apple iPad 16 GB A1395

2101 Palm Trio 750 smart phone and car mount kit

2102 Beats Pill Speaker B051BBT

2103 2x 2 TB hard drives, 2x 1 TB hard drives , both 
with USB 3.20

2104 Unboxed Apachie smart watch with cable

2105 +VAT Unboxed Shokz Open Run earbuds in 
black with case

2106 +VAT Unboxed Ring doorbell

2107 +VAT Unboxed LG Portable Bluetooth Speaker 
PK5

2108 +VAT Boxed Sony WHCH720N noise cancelling 
headphones

2109 +VAT Boxed Sony WHCH720N noise cancelling 
headphones in grey

2110 Bose iPod dock with iPod

2111 4 Majesty Grading Company trading cards of 
NBA, graded 7

2112 5 Majesty Grading Company trading cards of 
NBA, Top Match Attax, Top Trumps and Grand 
3 Heroes, graded between 5-7

2113 Apple iPhone XR 64GB in black, MT9F2B/A

2114 +VAT 2 Boxes of Match Attax cards

2115 Fitbit Charge 2 and Fitbit Alta fitness wristband

2116 +VAT Boxed Starlink Standard Kit WIFI system 
satellite antenna and WIFI router

2117 Air Rifle
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2118 12 vinyl records including The First Edition, Stiff 
Little Fingers, Queen, The Badgers, Pink Floyd, 
The Birthday Party, Roger Waters, Guns and 
Roses etc. 
Includes Limited ed. Guns and Roses Appetite 
for Destruction

2119 +VAT *Sealed* PS5 Slim Digital Edition 1TB 
CFI-2016

2120 +VAT Apple iPhone 15 Pro in white titanium, 
128 GB, MTUX3ZD/A

2121 +VAT Apple iPhone 15 Pro in white titanium, 
128 GB, MTUX3ZD/A

2122 +VAT Apple iPhone 15 Pro in black titanium, 
128 GB, MTUX3ZD/A

2123 +VAT Apple iPhone 15 Pro in black titanium, 
128 GB, MTUX3ZD/A

2124 +VAT Apple iPhone 14 in midnight, 128 GB, 
MPUF3ZD/A

2125 +VAT Dell Latitude 7 310 Laptop with Intel i5-
1021OU Processor, 16 GB RAM, 512 GB 
storage, Windows 11, 6d4m493

2126 +VAT Dell Latitude 7490 Laptop with Intel i5-
8250u processor, 8 GB RAM, 256 GB Storage, 
Windows 10, 37482x2

2127 +VAT Apple Macbook Pro 13" A1708, with Intel 
i5-2GHz processor, 8 GB RAM, 256 GB 
Storage, MacOS Ventura, c17rr71egvc1 
Stuck on T286x1800, new screen needed

2128 +VAT Dell Latitude 5310 Laptop with Intel i5-
10210u processor, 8 GB RAM, 112 GB Storage, 
Windows 10 63jvc63

2129 4 Budweiser classic car beer steins

2130 DJI Spark drone with accessories

2131 +VAT Apple 13" Macbook Air with Apple M1 
chip, 8 GB Memory, 256 GB SSD, MGM93B/A

2132 9 ceramic figures including Royal Worcester, 
Royal Doulton, Gorbel and Casades

2133 Encore electric guitar

2134 +VAT Action Man talking commander

2135 +VAT Action Man talking commander

2136 Royal Doulton Captain Scott Character jug

2137 Royal Doulton Saint George Character Jug

2138 2 Royal Doulton Character Jugs of Francis 
Rossi and Rick Parfitt (Status Quo), limited ed. 
and signed

2139 Clown face with bells

2140 Schaubach Kunst Walendorf ballerina

2141 Schaubach Kunst Walendorf ballerina

2142 Royal Doulton Geoffrey Chaucer Character Jug

2143 Royal Doulton Punch and Judy double faced 
Character Jug

2144 Set of Thunderbirds commemorative plates from 
Hamilton Collection

2145 Boxed HO Bachmann 84603 Peter Witt Street 
Car, Brooklyn DCC and lights

2146 Boxed HO Bachmann 84604 Peter Witt Street 
Car, Baltimore DCC and lights

2147 Boxed HO Bachmann 84602 Peter Witt Street 
Car, Chicago DCC and lights

2148 Nintedo Gameboy Advance with Pokémon skin 
and 5 Pokémon games

2149 10 Matchbox collectable cars with boxes

2150 Boxed quantity of diecast cars including Schuco, 
Maisto etc.

2151 +VAT LEGO 31209 Marvel Amazing Spiderman 
set

2152 +VAT LEGO 31208 Art Hokusai The Great 
Wave

2153 +VAT LEGO Icons 10318 Concorde

2154 +VAT LEGO Icons PAC-MAN Arcade 10323

2155 +VAT LEGO Harry Potter Hogwarts Castle and 
Grounds set

2156 +VAT LEGO Icons 10318 Concorde

2157 +VAT LEGO Icons 10318 Concorde

2158 Full collection of Eagle comics from no. 1 1950-
1982

2159 Half shelf of fiction books

2160 Half shelf of non-fiction books

2161 Selection of graphic novels and comic books

2162 Selection of reference books

2163 Approx. 22 copies of Forever in the Sunshine: 
The Story of Morecambe and Wise as Only 
Family Can Tell It by Gary Morecambe

2164 Half shelf of non-fiction books

2165 Half shelf of fiction books

2166 Half shelf of children's books

2167 Box containing various books and other items

2168 Bag containing TV antennas

2169 +VAT HP Laser Jet M110WE printer
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2170 +VAT Black Laser Toner cartridge

2171 +VAT HP Office Jet 8015 Printer, unboxed

2172 +VAT HP Colour Laser Jet Pro MFPM283FDW 
printer, unboxed

2173 +VAT HP Desk Jet 4102e printer, unboxed

2174 +VAT HP Desk Jet 4 120e printer, boxed

2175 +VAT HP Colour Laser Jet Printer 
MFPM283FDW printer, unboxed

2176 Box containing Sat Navs

2177 +VAT HP Colour Laser Jet Pro MFPM283FDW 
printer, boxed

2178 +VAT Belkin Boost Charge power bank and a 
Satechi USB-C adapter

2179 Huawei mobile phone, unboxed

2180 Apple iPod 8 GB, unboxed a1367

2181 +VAT Orbi Mesh router set

2182 Starcam IP camera

2183 Apple iPad mini A1455, unboxed

2184 +VAT Boxed JLab Epic Air Sport ANC True 
Wireless Earbuds

2185 +VAT Boxed JLab Epic Air Sport ANC True 
Wireless Earbuds

2186 +VAT Boxed Sony In-Ear headphones

2187 +VAT TP-Link AC1200 Mesh WiFi Router 
ArcherP6

2188 Copy of NBA 2K22 for PlayStation 5

2189 Selection of PlayStation 4 and Xbox One games

2190 Vintage T9 Professional trimmer

2191 NextBase Inside Outside 622 GW dashcam with 
NextBase 32GB SD and charger

2192 3 Xbox One games to include Call of Duty: 
Advanced Warfare, Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six 
Siege and Battlefield Hardline

2193 Apple iPad 16 GB A1430

2194 Selection of 4 FitBits for spares and repairs

2195 +VAT Quantity of Belkin chargers and USB 
hand warmer

2196 +VAT Boxed Samsung S801B soundbar and 
sub-woofer

2197 Atari 520 STE along with games and a joystick

2198 +VAT Playstation thrust master T248 steering 
wheel

2199 Approx 70 SLR lenses and other camera 
accessories

2200 Lenz digital plus set 100 programming cab 
LH100 and command and power station LZV100

2201 Digital plus Lenz set 100, a Lenz digital plus 
TR150 along with some circuit boards

2202 6 Airmobi wifi music receivers

2203 Miwi extreme TV entertainment system

2204 Nintendo Wii sports resort pack and a copy of 
25th anniversary edition of Super Mario All 
Starts for Nintendo Wii

2205 Arnold digital control 80, an Arnold digital central 
unit N and an Arnold digital transformer

2206 4 boxed Polaroid XS 100 action cameras 
including mounts

2207 Box containing various nuts, bolts and washers

2208 Playstation 4 in pink with a red controller and a 
power unit

2209 Folder containing the complete Spectrum 
magazine, along with Spectrum game tapes

2210 Nintendo Wii, Wii fit plus and games along with 
Skylander figures

2211 2 x Playstation II, with games

2212 +VAT Box containing AV cables

2213 Box containing HD TV antennas and inhalers

2214 Box containing various games for Nintendo Wii, 
X Box 360, Playstation 4, PC, etc

2215 +VAT Guitar Hero guitar controller

2216 2 bags containing wireless doorbells

2217 +VAT Box containing 2 X Box 1s's and 
accessories

2218 2 Boxes containing DVDs and games for Wii 
and PC

2219 +VAT Bag containing HP USB doc and various 
power units, etc

2220 Sega Master System, together with Sega Master 
System games

2221 Bag containing Polaroid flash diffusers etc

2222 2 boxes containing Hik vision security lights

2223 +VAT Arcade 1 up Marvel pin ball game

2224 MXR dual 15 band graphic equaliser

2225 +VAT Roland VS 2400 CD digital studio 
workstation

2226 2 boxed wireless keyboards
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2227 Akai professional EWV2000 EWI & EVI sound 
module

2228 +VAT Sonos Beam 2nd generation sound bar

2229 +VAT LG X Boom Go PN7 smart speaker

2230 +VAT JBL Harman party box encore smart 
speaker with wireless microphone

2231 Yamaha PSR 530 keyboard with stand

2232 Apple MacBook Pro

2233 Fender LX1506 powered mixer

2234 Ultra Curve Pro digital 24 bit dual DSP 
mainframe model DSP 8024 Behringer, high 
density linear 24 bit converter

2235 Box containing Yamaha speakers

2236 Rolan U110 PCM sound module

2237 PV Rage 108 amplifier

2238 +VAT JBL Harman boom box 3 smart speaker

2239 Box containing various wall brackets

2240 Sound bar and sub-woofer

2241 +VAT 7" TFT LCD monitor C4U brown box

2242 +VAT Behringer professional digital DJ mixer

2243 3 mixing desks multi track mixers

2244 +VAT Set of camouflage covers for Playstation 5

2245 +VAT Sanus full motion TV wall mount SLF428 -
B2 for 37"-90" tvs

2246 9 boxes of smart light bulbs and mini plugs

2247 Toshiba Satellite P100-429 Laptop PSPA3E-
18K026en, for spares and repairs

2248 +VAT Logitech G910 keyboard

2249 Samsung 40" TV LE40C530F1W with stand and 
remote (r56)

2250 Sharp LCD Colour TV LC5S1E

2251 Apple iPad A1567 with case

2252 Apple Powerbook G4 17" 1.7 GHz, 500 MB, 100 
G Super Drive with power unit

2253 Fujitsu Lifebook Laptop, U904, DSDJ010998

2254 Seiki 43" TV SE43F02UK with stand and remote 
(r57)

2255 +VAT HP 24" LCD Colour monitor HSTND-111B 
with stand

2256 Bag of vaping liquids (You must be 18 or older 
to purchase this item and may be asked for ID 
upon payment/collection)

2257 Mitsubishi 9810dw Digital colour photo printer 
and a Paper Ink Ribbon set

2258 Fujitsu Lifebook laptop DSD3026349 U904

2259 Sony Bravia 32" LCD digital colour TV 
KDL32EX403 with stand and remote (R58)

2260 Apple iMac A1311

2261 Apple iMac A1311

2262 Apple iMac A1311

2263 Technika HD DV3T TV and DVD player with 
stand and remote

2264 Apple iMac with keyboard A1200

2265 Box of tablet and computer parts for spares and 
repairs

2266 Samsung monitor

2267 +VAT Selection of various ephemera

2268 4 Aquarian drum heads

2269 Valencia acoustic guitar 
£20-30

2270 Selection of music books and music scores

2271 +VAT Gear4Music Electric guitar with case

2272 +VAT Encore red electric guitar

2273 +VAT Swift mustard coloured electric guitar

2274 Cased clarinet

2275 Guitar case

2276 Cased violin and bow

2277 Keyboard case

2278 Flute case

2279 Acoustic guitar

2280 Northumbrian flute in case

2281 Cased clarinet

2282 Cased clarinet

2283 3 boxes and 6 bags of approx. 620 football 
programmes from 1990-2015 including Cup 
Finals and Champions League

2284 +VAT Asus ROG VG12 Series 27" Gaming 
Monitor

2285 +VAT Samsung ViewFinity S8 27" monitor

2286 LG 24M7VQP monitor

2287 24 1859 2 Penny Blue stamps

2288 Book containing GB Queen Victoria ID Red 
plate stamps
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2289 Selection of Queen Victoria stamps including 
some on original envelopes

2290 Tray containing costume jewellery

2291 2 Gurkha kukris in sheaths with 2 smaller kakola 
knives, plus a antique brass binoculars

2292 Collection of silver plated flat wear and tray

2293 Yellow metal chain, watch, and brooch etc.

2294 Box containing various watches

2295 +VAT Box containing various bank notes

2296 Selection of Corgi, Matchbox and Dinky cars, 
some boxed

2297 Three Penn fishing reels, all boxed

2298 +VAT Set of 6 1/200 oz .999 gold Great African 
Wildlife Legacy of Gold Collectable medallions

2299 Box containing 19th Century Victorian coins

2300 Metallic tray of costume jewellery and clock etc.

2301 Tin containing old coins

2302 Box containing various mixed coins

2303 Curren sub-dial wristwatch in black

2304 Hugo Boss sub-dial men's wristwatch with gold 
coloured face and black background and brown 
leather strap

2305 Rotary men's sub-dial wristwatch with black face 
and woven strap

2306 Royal Navy Oceans wristwatch with compass, 
white face and black strap

2307 Nautical Time men's sub-dial wristwatch with 
black face and steel strap

2308 2015 United Kingdom Premium Proof coin set

2309 Henley men's sub-dial wristwatch with black 
face and yellow strap

2310 Timberland men's wristwatch with black face 
and black strap

2311 Accurist chronograph wristwatch with black face 
and black strap

2312 Krippl men's sub-dial wristwatch with white face 
and brown strap

2313 Storm men's wristwatch with black face and 
black strap

2314 Bag containing various wristwatches

2315 2 bags containing wristwatches

2316 Box containing crystal items, Bumble Bee 
jasper, magnifying glasses, and key lanyards

2317 Tray containing jewellery and George 
Washington commemorative coin

2318 Tray containing jewellery

2319 Klaus Kobec women's wristwatch with white 
face and bejewelled dial and metal and gold 
coloured strap, with box

2320 Paul's Boutique women's leopard print 
wristwatch with bejewelled outer rim and black 
strap, with box

2321 NY London women's black wristwatch in box

2322 Bag containing costume jewellery

2323 Four jewellery boxes containing jewellery

2324 Case containing 10 wristwatches

2325 Case containing 9 men's wristwatches

2326 Klaus Kobec men's wristwatch with black face 
and black metallic strap, in box

2327 Police men's wristwatch with black face and 
black strap, in box

2328 Greentreen wooden wristwatch, in box

2329 +VAT 3 LEGO kits, including LEGO 76918 
Speed Champions, LEGO 76224 Batmobile: 
Batman Vs The Joker Chase, LEGO 42151 
Technic Bugatti Bolide

2330 +VAT 2 LEGO 75347 Star Wars Tie Bomber 
sets

2331 Selection of various coins including shillings etc.

2332 Transvaal money box

2333 Bag containing various coins

2334 1 album of coins and 2 stamp albums

2335 +VAT 3 LEGO sets, to include LEGO 42138 
Technic Ford Mustang Shelby GT500, LEGO 
60396 CIty Modified Race Cars, LEGO 76922 
Speed Champions 
BMW M4 GT3 & BMW M Hybrid V8

2336 +VAT 2 LEGO 75387 Star Wars sets

2337 +VAT 2 LEGO Star Wars sets to include LEGO 
75364 and LEGO 75348

2338 +VAT 4 LEGO sets, to include 2 LEGO 42150 
Technic Monster Jam Monster Mutt Dalmatian 
and LEGO 76914 Speed Champions Ferrari 812 
Competizione and LEGO 76915 Speed 
Champions Pagani Utopia

2339 Box of costume jewellery 
£20-40

2340 1 copy of All I Ever Wrote by Ronnie Barker with 
signature (COA)
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2341 1 copy of Masterpieces of Orientalist Art: The 
Shafik Gabr Collection by Gerald M. Ackerman 
and Shafik Gabr

2342 1 copy of Little Women by Louisa May Alcott, 
Easton Press leather bound edition

2343 1 copy of Pi: The Guerilla Diaries by Darren 
Aronofsky, new and expanded ed.

2344 1 copy of Early Drawings 1976-1998 by Karen 
Kilimnik

2345 1 copy of The Heroic Flight of the "Rodina" by L. 
Brontman and L. Khvat

2346 Bag and box containing coins

2347 2 folders of limited ed. first day lithographs

2348 Folder of first day covers

2349 2 albums of various stamps and loose stamps

2350 Box containing approx. 200 football 
programmers from 1960s onwards, some 
Wembley finals

2351 Box containing costume jewellery

2352 Two small boxes containing costume jewellery

2353 Box containing various vintage record styluses

2354 Copy of Preacher Book I by Garth Ennis along 
with selection of Total Carnage magazine

2355 +VAT Collection of vintage items including 
scissors, signed miniature cricket bat, decorative 
items etc.

2356 PG Wodehouse Jeeves and Wooster books

2357 7 stamp albums containing stamps

2358 2 boxes containing cigarette cards

2359 Box containing stamp albums

2360 3 folders containing first day covers from 1980s-
2001

2361 Box containing various necklaces

2362 2 boxes containing costume jewellery, watches 
etc.

2363 Clarice Cliff hand painted bowl

2364 Box containing various lead figures

2365 Moorcroft bowl

2366 Small bag containing various coins

2367 5 Royal Osborne figures of various British birds 
and animals

2368 15 Latest Thing silhouettes figures

2369 3 bags containing various stamps

2370 Tray of Masonic regalia

2371 Album of Eire stamps and an album of stamps 
from Channel Isles, Isle of Man and the Falkland 
Islands

2372 (2) Tray of various coins, bank notes, etc

2373 (1) Tray containing coins, bank notes, etc

2374 Selection of vintage stamp albums and stamp 
books

2375 Tray containing various diecast model vehicles

2376 5 diecast model sport cars

2377 Box containing approx 17 OO Tri-Ang Hornby 
wagons

2378 Diecast 1:18 scale model of a Ford 1946 
Sportsman car

2379 Mephisto Europa electronic chess set

2380 Selection of Scalextric kits

2381 +VAT 3 Lego kits, Lego Minecraft no. 21246, 
Lego Gabbys Dollhouse no. 10788 and Lego 
Disney princess set, no. 43205

2382 +VAT Lego model of the globe no, 21332

2383 Bag containing various Lego parts

2384 5 diecast model sports cars

2385 2 Furreal toy monkeys

2386 +VAT Selection of various train sets

2387 4 bags containing various postcards

2388 Selection of boxed diecast model vehicles

2389 Box of OO model railways

2390 Box containing 8 Corgi classics Ltd Edn. diecast 
vehicles

2391 Box containing Grunberger 8mm camera, a 
Pattison pistol grip, Atlas photo lighting and a 
movie top life holder

2392 Parking garage

2393 Selection of toy soldiers, cowboys, etc 
£30-40

2394 Box containing approx 12 digital cameras of 
various models

2395 Box containing Dinky Toys, toy soldiers, Hornby 
Trains train truck and a Magneto electric 
machine for nervous diseases

2396 +VAT 4 Lego sets, 3 boxed and 1 in a bag no 
10281 together with a boxed Lego Roses, no 
40460 and Lego flower bouquet 10280 and a 
boxed Lego Bonsai 10281
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2397 +VAT 2 Lego Friends sets, no. 41756

2398 +VAT Lego Gabbys dollshouse 10788 and a 
Lego City airport 60367

2399 +VAT 4 Lego sets, a lego Harry Potter Hogwarts 
room of requirement 76413, Disney Frozen set, 
43218, Lego Creator Shark, 31088 and a Lego 
Gabbys Dollshouse, 10788

2400 +VAT 4 Lego sets, 1 Lego orchid, 10311, Lego 
bouquet roses, 10328, Lego cherry blossoms, 
40725 and Lego Frozen set 43218

2401 +VAT Box containing quantity of LP vinyl 
records to include Beyonce, Bassment Jaxx, 
Madonna and others

2402 +VAT Quantity of music CD albums

2403 +VAT Bag containing quantity of printer ink 
cartridges

2404 +VAT Quantity of mobile phone cases and 
covers

2405 +VAT Bag containing mobile phone accessories; 
power banks, wireless chargers, adapters, 
chargers, cables, etc

2406 +VAT Mixed electricals; speakers, WisePad 3's, 
chargers, 4G WiFi, etc

2407 +VAT Quantity of sunglasses and reading 
glasses

2408 +VAT 8 pairs of Guess reading glasses with 
cases

2409 +VAT Bag containing quantity of costume and 
dress jewellery

2410 +VAT Various vintage film cameras, security 
cameras and accessories

2411 +VAT Various 3D printer filament and toner 
cartridges

2412 +VAT Quantity of Sky TV boxes / hubs and one 
other Aerohive router

2413 +VAT Quantity of items including TV wall 
mounts, extension cables etc.

2414 +VAT Quantity of smoking accessories; rolling 
papers, filters, matches, etc

2415 +VAT Gaming steering wheel, radios, lamp, 
part-keyboards, headset, clocks

2416 +VAT Sky Q TV box, Sky router, panels, alarm 
kit, star projectors, etc

2417 +VAT Various 3D printer filament and toner 
cartridges

2418 +VAT Sky TV Q/HD+ boxes, speaker wall 
mounts, decoy CCTV camera, tablet cases, 
binoculars, etc

2419 +VAT Laptop cooling fan, Steelseries Prime Mini 
mouse, Sennheiser HD 206 headphones, 
keyboard and RC controller

2420 +VAT Routers, alarm clocks, speakers, IP 
phone, etc

2421 4 boxed kids waterproof digital cameras

2422 Metz mecablitz 44AF1 digital flash together with 
a digital lense

2423 Sony Alpha 6000 digital camera

2424 Sony Cybershot DSC P100 digital camera

2425 4 Jumbl infrared spy cameras and 4 Jumbl clock 
radios

2426 8 Olympus L160 camera batteries

2427 6 boxed Polaroid cube action cameras

2428 Pair of Pathescope Deluxe 16 x 50 field 
binoculars with case

2429 Pair of binoculars

2430 Selection of camera equipment inc. Olympus 
super zoom 35mm cameras, Boots 35mm 
camera, HP digital camera, Vivitar flash unit, 
vintage exposure meter, filters, 50mm cameras 
and telephoto zoom lense

2431 Pentax K1000 camera with Vivitar auto thyristor 
2800D flash

2432 Minolta X500 camera with accessories and 
camera bag

2433 Go Pole reach extension pole with Go pro 
camera accessories

2434 Canon A1 camera with accessories and camera 
bag

2435 Polaroid super colour 635 camera, Polaroid 
colour pack gift set and Humax freeview box

2436 Tray of various cameras and equipment

2437 Box containing Solar Slide Viewer, Lunar Midget 
Viewer, Saterlite Transiter radio, 2 men's 
grooming kits, and 2 razors

2438 Tray of various digital cameras

2439 Box of cables and coax cable clips

2440 Bag of various electrical equipment inc, Sony 
Walkman case, Sony discman, Philips portable 
speakers, Blackberry play book and charger, HP 
pro web cam, Technika web cam, USB 
bluetooth dongle, sim card back up device, Dell 
USB mounts, Philips earphones, Fujitsu 
Siemens laptop etc

2441 +VAT Lego Concorde airbus 10318
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2442 +VAT 2 boxed Lego Concorde airbus' 10318

2443 +VAT Boxed Lego Concorde airbus 10318

2444 +VAT Lego Concorde airbus 10318

2445 +VAT 2 boxed Lego Star Wars busts - Clone 
Commander Kodi and Princess Leah Boushh 
(75350/75351)

2446 +VAT Lego Technic airbus helicopter 42145

2447 +VAT 2 Lego Star Wars sets - Lego Star Wars 
Death Star trash compactor, Lego Star Wars 
Millennium Falcon (75257)

2448 Amstrad vertical loading DD hifi system 
£20-30

2449 One Connect TV connection system

2450 Box of various cameras and camcorders

2451 Box of various camera accessories, tripods, 
lenses etc

2452 Box of various cameras

2453 Box of Pure Evoke radio together with 
Goodman's radio and bag of various phones etc

2454 2 vintage headsets, possibly for aircraft

2455 1 boxed EVGA 650 GQ power supply(wrong 
box) and 1 box containing a SilverStone power 
supply, 2x 2GB RAM and 3 various harddrives

2456 Roberts Zoom Box 2 DAB CD player and SD 
and USB

2457 +VAT Epson perfection V350 photo film 
negative scanner

2458 Technics stereo tuner and CD player model 
STX301L and SLP202A

2459 Teac DAB receiver (CRH250) with remote

2460 Bag of various portable radios and clock radios

2461 Datamoon intelligent flower effect light

2462 2 Cam lighting tripods and lights together with 
other accessories

2464 Pair of pool cues

2465 Box of Hik Vision network camera and 
accessories

2466 Box of Sharp CPDP2406 speakers

2467 +VAT Box containing various routers

2468 +VAT Bag of various Deck phones

2469 Box of various HD network cameras and other 
accessories

2470 Bag of bowl, hairbrush and other items

2471 Bag of various watches

2472 M&W micrometer

2473 Vintage miniature extendable telescope

2474 Box of various jewellery items

2475 Miniature microscope

2476 Cutlery sets, metallic shell, metallic toast rack, 
napkin holders etc 
£30-50

2477 Silver photograph frame 
£15-20

2478 Selection of yellow metal chains

2479 Isle of Wight glass vase 
£10-20

2480 Box of various jewellery items

2481 Selection of jewellery items

2482 9ct gold bar brooch, Norwegian silver butterfly 
brooch and 1 other 
£50-70

2483 Box of jewellery items

2484 HCW Benson & Hedges ashtray 
£10-20

2485 Box of 40 vintage antique corkscrews

2486 2 tins of vintage draughts and dominoes sets

2487 Francesco Rubinato ink pen set

2488 Box of various watches

2489 +VAT *Sealed* Sharge Shargeek 170 Spiro 
24000mAh portable power bank

2490 +VAT Nintendo Switch Lite 32GB with case

2491 Box of various deck phones

2492 Box of USB power banks

2493 Box of 25 collectable pen knives some with 
advertising and some with corkscrew 
attachments

2494 Prinz optics telescope in wooden case with 
various accessories, together with an unboxed 
Celestron telescope, no stand or accessories

2495 +VAT Orange Crush 20L amplifier

2496 +VAT Karaoke machine

2497 +VAT Black Star ID Core amplifier

2498 2 Peavey speakers in case

2499 Action Man jeep and accessories plus Tommy 
Gun figure 
£40-50
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2500 Sony hifi system with speakers 
£20-30

2501 Box containing various die cast cars

2502 Pair of acoustic response M1220 studio 
monitors

2503 2 boxes containing DVD's

2504 +VAT LG X-Boom 360 RP4D portable speaker

2505 Vintage Murphy 146 valve radio with bag of 
extra valves

2506 Yahama electone US1 organ with stool

2507 Toshiba Pioneer Yamaha Arcan stacked stereo 
system with Mission speakers and stand

2508 +VAT TCL sound bar

2509 Acer Aspire 7715 series model KAWH0 laptop in 
bag

2510 +VAT Box of mobile phone cases

2511 +VAT Box of dect phones

2512 +VAT Box of various routers

2513 +VAT Box of mobile phones, home chargers, 
tablets etc

2514 +VAT Alienware Aurora R4 gaming PC with 
keyboard in box

2515 +VAT Box of 3 desktop monitors

2516 +VAT Box of various headphones, USB cables, 
wireless chargers, phone protectors etc

2517 +VAT Box of various phone cases and mobile 
phones

2518 +VAT Box of various wireless chargers, 
watches, power units, smart watches etc

2519 +VAT Box of various phone protectors

2520 +VAT Box of mobile phones, tablets etc

2521 +VAT Box of various car mount kits

2522 +VAT Box of various car mount kits, laptops, 
phone cases etc

2523 +VAT Box of bluetooth earphones, phone 
protector kits speakers, headphones etc

2524 Two silver pill boxes and a McIntosh pewter box

3001 +VAT LG Instaview model GSV80PYLL Wifi 
Connected Frost Free, 655 litre capacity, 
American Style Smart Fridge/Freezer in silver.

3002 +VAT Delonghi Prima Donna Sol automatic 
coffee machine

3003 +VAT Sage Barister Express coffee machine

3004 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barister Express coffee 
machine

3005 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barister Express coffee 
machine

3006 +VAT Unboxed Prima Donna Sol automatic 
coffee machine

3007 +VAT Mileta smart bluetooth coffee machine

3008 Mileta smart bluetooth coffee machine

3009 +VAT Kenwood Prospero plus kitchen machine

3010 +VAT Kenwood K-Mix standing mixer

3011 +VAT Kenwood K-Mix standing mixer

3012 +VAT Gourmia pro 400 pizza multi oven

3013 +VAT Cookology table top dishwasher

3014 +VAT Large quantity of loose Gourmia air fryers, 
instant pots etc

3015 1 x Junior Timberland boots, UK 5.5

3016 +VAT Large selection of various coffee beans to 
include Caravan Coffee Roasters, Rave, Grind, 
Ozone Coffee, Kobean Coffee Roasters, etc

3017 +VAT Bag containing a small quantity of water 
bottles

3018 +VAT Bag of mixed items inc. smart bulbs, 
dietary capsules, Salter weighing scales etc

3019 *Withdrawn*

3020 +VAT Box of loose green pots and pans

3021 Box containing BBQ and BBQ accessories

3022 +VAT 8 x Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryers

3023 +VAT 7 x Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryers

3024 +VAT Dual basket air fryer

3025 +VAT Dual basket air fryer

3026 +VAT 2 Unboxed dual basket air fryers

3027 +VAT Unboxed dual basket air fryer

3028 +VAT Single/double 10.5L air fryer

3029 +VAT Single/double 10.5L air fryer

3030 +VAT Single/double 10.5L air fryer

3031 +VAT Single/double 10.5L air fryer

3032 +VAT Delonghi multi grill

3033 +VAT Espresso Magimix coffee machine

3034 +VAT Espresso Magimix coffee machine

3035 +VAT Espresso Magimix coffee machine
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3036 +VAT Espresso Magimix coffee machine

3037 +VAT Bag of drinking bottles

3038 Smeg fridge shelves

3039 +VAT Lap desk

3040 +VAT Instant Gourmia air fryer oven

3041 +VAT Instant Gourmia air fryer oven

3042 +VAT Instant Gourmia air fryer oven

3043 +VAT Instant Vortex plus dual air fryer

3044 +VAT Instant pot multi cooker and air fryer

3045 +VAT Instant pot multi cooker and air fryer

3046 +VAT Instant pot multi cooker and air fryer

3047 +VAT Instant pot multi cooker and air fryer

3048 +VAT Instant pot multi cooker and air fryer

3049 +VAT Oxo Softworks container set plus mango 
wood salad bowl and glass clip top drinks 
dispenser

3050 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 hand whisk

3051 +VAT Braun multi quick 9 hand whisk

3052 +VAT 5 pots and pans

3053 +VAT Box of loose kitchen ware

3054 +VAT Tray of loose pots and pans

3055 +VAT 4 space saving laundry baskets

3056 Linder twin tap draught dispenser

3057 +VAT Tray of bowls, makeup mirror ad couple of 
desk lamps

3058 +VAT Tray of loose Star For It The Rock 
pots/pans

3059 Food processor and a hand blender

3060 +VAT 2 Ottlite desk lamps

3061 +VAT 2 Star For It The Rock stock pots

3062 +VAT Wair complete clothing care system

3063 +VAT Pro-steel Fusion cookware set

3064 +VAT Pro-steel Fusion cookware set

3065 +VAT Pro-steel Fusion cookware set

3066 +VAT Options dinner ware set

3067 +VAT Mikasa dinnerware set

3068 +VAT 2 Nescafe Dulce Gusto Mini Me coffee 
machines

3069 +VAT 2 woks

3070 +VAT Water urn

3071 Popcorn machine

3072 +VAT Instant Vortex Plus air fryer

3073 +VAT Bag of loose drinking bottles

3074 +VAT 2 unboxed instant pots

3075 +VAT Tray of loose Circulon pots/pans

3076 +VAT stack of loose rugs and mats

3077 +VAT Tray of pots and pans

3078 Box of various stationery, pen holders, etc

3079 +VAT Sistema food storage containers

3080 +VAT approx 5 green pots

3081 +VAT 2 boxes Luigi Bormioli glasses plus 
whiskey set

3082 Tefal food steamer set

3083 +VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxed Silentnight air 
purifier

3084 +VAT Mini Kitchen Aid stand mixer with 1 
attachment

3085 +VAT 4 Master Pro pans

3086 +VAT 3 boxes of goblet glasses

3087 +VAT Vacuum starter set and 2 Brita water filter 
jugs

3088 Tabletop standing mincer

3089 +VAT Boxes of Signature bowls

3090 +VAT Boxes of Signature bowls

3091 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi multi grill

3092 +VAT tefal Everyday induction hob

3093 Morphy Richard 2 slice toaster, Salter egg 
cooker and Russell Hobbs hand mixer

3094 +VAT Box of side plates and box of double wall 
glasses

3095 +VAT Sabatier expanding dishrack

3096 +VAT Approx Vemacity glass sets

3097 *Withdrawn*

3098 Box of permanent hair colours

3099 2 boxes of fridge shelves, picture frames, dust 
sheets, hand rail and keyboard etc

3100 +VAT 3 Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryers

3101 +VAT 3 Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryers
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3102 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 series cordless stick 
vacuum cleaner with pole head, attachments, 
charger and battery

3103 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 series stick vacuum 
cleaner with pole head, attachments, charger 
and battery

3104 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 series stick vacuum 
cleaner with pole head, attachments, charger 
and battery

3105 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 series stick vacuum 
cleaner with pole head, attachments, charger 
and battery

3106 Hand held Dyson V8 with pole, head, 
attachments, charger etc

3107 +VAT Hand held Dyson V8 vacuum cleaner with 
pole, head, battery, charger

3108 +VAT Shark cordless stick anti hair wrap 
vacuum cleaner

3109 +VAT Dyson hot and cool jet flow AM09 fan with 
remote

3110 +VAT Samsung Jetbot robotic vacuum cleaner

3111 +VAT Samsung Jetbot robotic vacuum cleaner

3112 Handy 700 vacuum cleaner with charger

3113 +VAT Unboxed 362 heater together with fan

3114 +VAT Bissell spot clean pro heat carpet and 
upholstery washer

3115 +VAT Aircraft power glide cordless cleaner

3116 +VAT Aircraft power glide cordless cleaner

3117 +VAT Aircraft power glide cordless cleaner

3118 +VAT Aircraft power glide cordless cleaner

3119 Aircraft power glide cordless cleaner

3120 +VAT Aircraft power glide cordless cleaner

3121 +VAT Aircraft power glide cordless cleaner

3122 +VAT Aircraft power glide cordless cleaner

3123 +VAT Samsung Bespoke Jet cordless vacuum 
cleaner with pole, head, charger, attachments, 
battery etc

3124 +VAT Samsung Bespoke Jet cordless vacuum 
cleaner with pole, head, charger, attachments, 
battery etc

3125 +VAT 2 boxes of loose Sharp steam mops etc

3126 +VAT Facelit Evolution boosting light treatment 
mask

3127 +VAT Ember copper edition temperature control 
mugs

3128 +VAT Baby Move bottle prep machine

3129 +VAT Bathroom wood storage unit and a 
wooden kitchen

3130 Tug along vacuum cleaner with pipe, pole and 
head

3131 Breville pie company maker plus a Supreme 
mini sewing machine

3132 +VAT Shark steam mop

3133 +VAT Shark steam mop

3134 +VAT Polti steam mop

3135 Tug along Miele vacuum cleaner with pipe, pole 
and head plus bag of attachments

3136 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pipe, 
pole head and small bag of accessories

3137 +VAT Arch Vybra 3 in 1 fan

3138 Tray of various books

3139 Large pallet of mixed ladies and gents clothing

3140 Large pallet of mixed ladies and gents clothing

3141 Large pallet of mixed ladies and gents clothing

3142 De Swiss 6 piece knife set

3143 +VAT 7 piece Royalty Line knife set

3144 +VAT 5 Edge of Belgravia knives

3145 +VAT 2 Entanglion game board sets

3146 +VAT approx 5 Colgate electric toothbrush sets

3147 +VAT Peace Love eau de parfum 100ml

3148 +VAT Unboxed Circulon knife block and knife 
set

3149 +VAT Joseph Joseph kitchen knives and some 
loose

3150 +VAT approx 17 smart lights

3151 +VAT Osprey London hand bag

3152 +VAT Circulon knife block and knife set

3153 +VAT Circulon knife block and knife set

3154 +VAT Circulon knife block and knife set

3155 +VAT Wahl deluxe all in one hair cutting kit

3156 5 piece Damascus steel blade knife set

3157 5 piece Damascus steel blade knife set

3158 +VAT Titan arctic zone backpack

3159 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase in 
box
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3160 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase in 
box

3161 +VAT Two piece hard shelled Samsonite 
suitcase set

3162 +VAT Two piece hard shelled Samsonite 
suitcase set

3163 +VAT Two piece hard shelled Samsonite 
suitcase set

3164 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3165 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3166 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3167 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3168 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3169 +VAT Triple hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase set

3170 +VAT Two piece hard shelled Superdry suitcase 
set

3171 +VAT Two piece hard shelled Superdry suitcase 
set

3172 +VAT Triple hard shelled Superdry suitcase set

3173 Omega 5 magnifier lamp

3174 +VAT Medium hard shelled suitcase plus three 
mini ones

3175 Eglo ceiling light fitting

3176 +VAT Large Christmas tree bag, neck and back 
massager, and extra long hot water bottle

3177 +VAT Brooklands silver bedspread

3178 Two pet beds

3179 +VAT Two Delsey Paris roller duffle suitcases

3180 Box of large soft bike seat cushions

3181 +VAT Fully Fitted heated mattress cover

3182 Box of Febreeze plugs

3183 Three Tom Dixon replica style metal pendants

3184 Three trays of mixed style curtains

3185 Libra decorative wall clocks

3186 One boxed pair of brown boots size 6.5

3187 Quantity of various zips, thread etc

3188 Vax handheld steam cleaner

3189 Two trays of cleaning detergent, multipurpose 
cleaning wipes etc

3190 +VAT Two Ottlite LED desk lamps

3191 +VAT Five Waterpik water flossers

3192 Tray of Ensure plus supplement drinks

3193 Two bags containing mixed swimwear

3194 Two bags containing Harry Potter wizarding 
world tshirts

3195 Four bags of assorted women's clothing to 
include shoulder strap tshirts

3196 Two bags of Jamie Oliver wine glasses

3197 +VAT Eight sets of curtains

3198 +VAT Pair of bagged pillows and three loose 
pillows

3199 Three trays of vacuum cleaner bags and various 
other items, plus a tray of books and mixed 
items

3200 Box of silver and black cooler bags

3201 Bag of mixed cuddly toys

3202 Bag containing four wearable one size blankets

3203 Stackable wooden highchair

3204 Boxes of incontinence pads

3205 Bag of ladies swimwear and nightwear

3206 Bag containing a quantity of 4in1 electric 
shavers

3207 Large bag of mixed wool and yarn

3208 Large bag of mixed wool and yarn

3209 +VAT Six sets of two wall display racks

3210 +VAT Six sets of two wall display racks

3211 +VAT Four boxed pairs of Pod Essentials Piper 
boots in black and tan

3212 +VAT Four boxed pairs of Astrid boots

3213 +VAT Four boxed pairs of Indra boots in black

3214 +VAT Simplehuman sensor mirror

3215 +VAT 12 stackable baskets

3216 +VAT Child's car seat

3217 +VAT Child's car seat

3218 +VAT Addis ironing board

3219 +VAT Two Woodleigh home collection bedding 
sets, white duvet and Gaveno Cavailia towels
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3220 +VAT Long grey sofa cushion and a large dog 
bed

3221 Three boxes of letter box covers

3222 Three boxes of small black zipped purses

3223 Large quantity of result performance dry jackets

3224 Six tubs of cleaning detergent

3225 +VAT Glasslock food storage container set, box 
of flushable wipes, two glasses and a box of 
recycled fridge bins

3226 +VAT Stella Britain standing sign

3227 +VAT Two tubs of cleaning detergent plus a box 
of Kirkland washing tablets and a Kilner glass 
drinks dispenser

3228 +VAT 2in1 highchair

3229 +VAT Joie foldable pushchair

3230 +VAT Desk riser

3231 +VAT Umbrella

3232 +VAT Max Health fitness board

3233 +VAT UFC punchbag

3234 Men's Health active weight bench with bar, 
weights and plates

3235 Ketler exercise bike

3236 +VAT NordicTrack exercise bike

3237 Exercise bike

3238 Sitting lion

3239 +VAT Hover Rival hoverboard

3240 +VAT Hover Rival hoverboard

3241 +VAT Hover Rival hoverboard

3242 +VAT American Tourister ride on suitcase

3243 +VAT American Tourister ride on suitcase

3244 +VAT Mixture of toys to include swingball, Laser 
X, video creator etc

3245 +VAT Dartboard

3246 +VAT Jaswig My First stand up desk set

3247 +VAT Remote control Jaguar electric car with 
remote and charger

3248 Bag of Dora the Explorer 3D deco lights

3249 Personal cutting system

3250 +VAT VTech activity desk

3251 Box containing solitaire, puzzles, jigsaws etc

3252 3 Bozart figurines to include unicorn, wizard, 
dragon and 2 collectible dolls

3253 +VAT Dismantled MD Sports outdoor interactive 
basketball game

3254 Large bag of Fujifilm balls

3255 Elliptical machine

3256 Electric folding treadmill

3257 +VAT Two boxed pairs of Term footwear shoes

3258 *Withdrawn*

3259 *Withdrawn*

3260 *Withdrawn*

3261 Box of Abel Brown boots

3262 3 boxed pairs of Katy Perry shoes

3263 *Withdrawn*

3264 Loose pair of Camper ladies sandals

3265 +VAT Large pallet of linen, pillows, curtains etc

3266 Large quantity of Result reversible storm stuff 
jackets

3267 Two Pokemon trading card game display 
shelves

3268 Euro style motorcycle leather jacket plus 
trousers

3269 Euro style motorcycle leather jacket plus 
trousers

3270 Samsung triple door American style fridge 
freezer

3271 Samsung fridge freezer

3272 Beko tumble dryer

3273 Beko washing machine

3274 Samsung eco bubble washing machine

3275 +VAT LG 10kg tumble dryer

3276 Silver Panasonic microwave

3277 Samsung silver microwave

3278 AEG intergrated single door oven

3279 +VAT Panasonic inverter microwave

3280 Integrated Bosch double oven

3281 Large chest freezer

3282 Under counter Beko fridge

3283 Haier tumble dryer

3284 Blomberg under counter freezer
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3285 Beko fridge freezer

3286 Brew Coffee Machine

3287 +VAT Hisense chest freezer

3288 Bosch Max 6 washing machine

3289 Bosch Max 6 washing machine

3290 AEG Integrated microwave combi oven

3291 LG eco hybrid 9kg dryer

3292 LG inverter direct drive 8kg washing machine

3293 Husky wine fridge

3294 White cooker

3295 Delonghi Magnifica Evo coffee machine

3296 Nespresso coffee machine with frother

3297 Catering commercial wipe free coffee machine 
plus a Thermoplan coffee machine

3298 Sharp microwave

3299 Black Panasonic inverter microwave

3300 +VAT EAR table lamp

3301 +VAT Stainless steel sensor bin

3302 +VAT Stainless steel sensor bin

3303 +VAT Stainless steel sensor bin

3304 +VAT Stainless steel sensor bin

3305 +VAT Stainless steel sensor bin

3306 +VAT Stainless steel sensor bin

3307 +VAT Two piece bin set

3308 +VAT 80l eco sensor bin

3309 +VAT Stainless steel sensor bin

3310 +VAT American Tourister large hard shell 
suitcase

3311 +VAT Three boxes pairs of Skecher shoes

3312 +VAT Three boxes pairs of Skecher shoes

3313 +VAT Two boxed pairs of Skecher shoes plus a 
pair of ladies Fila trainers

3314 +VAT Pair of 32 Degrees cool cushion sliders 
plus a pair of Kirkland slippers, a pair of Kirkland 
ladies boots and a pair of ladies pillowstep 
slippers

3315 Square silver mirror

3316 Samurai Japan triple hardened steel knife set

3317 Samurai Japan triple hardened steel knife set

3318 +VAT Pokemon Scarlet and Violet elite trainer 
box plus a Match Attax Euro 2024 tin

3319 Three Kanshang knife blocks (no knives, just the 
blocks)

3320 Luxury Bedding mattress topper, plus various 
pillow inners

3321 +VAT Two bags of Schweppes slimline tonic 
water 200ml

3322 +VAT Katie Loxton large weekend bag in taupe

3323 +VAT Metis 12kg weight plus 3 other weight 
blocks

3324 10 men's Levi sweatshirts in mixed colours and 
sizes

3325 +VAT 4 x Laghmani London Eternal Romance 
for women eau de parfum 100ml

3326 +VAT Selection of tea bags to include Twist, 
Taylors Yorkshire tea and Ahmad tea

3327 Bag of stretch trousers

3328 A bag containing 8 bottles of Coca Cola

3329 +VAT Large selection of various medical food 
nutrition drinks

3330 +VAT Large selection of various nutritionally 
complete drinks

3331 +VAT Selection of various energy supplement 
medical drinks

3332 +VAT Bulldog ornament, large picture frame, 3 
piece floating shelf set plus corner shelf set

3333 +VAT Various pillow and duvet inners

3334 +VAT Set of 2 large grey removal blankets

3335 +VAT Unibond absorbers, puppy pads, mighty 
wipes, pegs, bin bag, attends and kitty liners

3336 +VAT Bag containing various balls of wool

3337 +VAT Selection of various spray on SPF to 
include Bondi Sands, Malibu and Solarium

3338 +VAT Large shell vase, picture frame, fridge 
freezer replacement trays, Zara pendant light 
plus a boat ornament

3385 +VAT Large quantity of men's socks including 
packs of Penguin Original organic cotton 7 pack

3386 +VAT 2 pack of soft and plush velvet cushions 
along with a Sutton Place Collection cooling 
throw

3387 22 Kirkland Signature children's 4 piece pyjama 
sets

3388 +VAT 10 pairs of ladies Mondetta beige fleece 
pleated joggers, mixed sizes
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3389 +VAT 15 pairs of ladies Mondetta fleece pleated 
joggers, mixed sizes

3390 +VAT 10 ladies DKNY lounge sets

3391 +VAT 1 pair of DeWalt steel toe capped boots, 
UK 10 along with 1 pair of mens Skechers, UK 9

3392 +VAT 4 pairs of Skechers in mixed sizes

3393 +VAT 4 pairs of mens Dearfoam total comfort 
memory foam slippers, size M (size 8-9)

3394 +VAT 2 pairs of men's Dearfoam total comfort 
memory foam slippers together with 1 pair of 
Kirkland Signature men's slippers and 1 pair of 
ladies Kirkland Signature slippers

3395 +VAT 3 pairs of men's Puma trainers, sizes UK 
7.5, UK7.5 and UK 8 together with 1 pair of 
ladies Puma trainers, size 5

3396 +VAT 4 pairs of men's Dearfoam total comfort 
memory foam slippers plus 1 pair of Kirkland 
Signature ladies slippers

3397 +VAT 4 pairs of ladies Kirkland Signature 
Shearling scalloped edge boots

3398 +VAT 2 pairs of ladies white Skechers, sizes 
UK5 and UK7 together with 3 pairs of men's 
Skechers, sizes UK8.5, UK10 and UK10

3399 +VAT 2 pairs of men's weatherproof walking 
boots, UK9 together with 1 pair of ladies 
weatherproof memory foam boots in olive green, 
UK8

3400 +VAT 12 men's Levis black sweaters, size XL

3401 +VAT 7 men's blue Levis sweatshirts, size XXL 
plus 3 blue Levis hoodies, sizes XL and L

3402 +VAT 9 men's Levis sweatshirts in burgundy, 
size XXL

3403 10 children's Saint Eve youth hooded fleece 
sleepers in the patterns of pandas and unicorns

3404 10 children's Saint Eve youth hooded fleece 
sleepers in the patterns of pandas and unicorns

3405 10 children's Saint Eve youth hooded fleece 
sleepers in the patterns of pandas and unicorns

3406 30 Kirkland Signature children's 4 piece pyjama 
sets

3407 30 Kirkland Signature children's 4 piece pyjama 
sets

3408 30 Kirkland Signature children's 4 piece pyjama 
sets

3409 30 Kirkland Signature children's 4 piece pyjama 
sets

3410 +VAT 36 pairs of Kiki Nordic Collection men's 
boot socks

3411 +VAT 21 packs of ladies Lole 2 pack sports bras

3412 +VAT 21 packs of ladies Lole 2 pack sports bras

3413 +VAT 21 packs of ladies Lole 2 pack sports bras

3414 +VAT 21 packs of ladies Lole 2 pack sports bras

3415 +VAT 21 packs of ladies Lole 2 pack sports bras

3416 +VAT 21 packs of ladies Lole 2 pack sports bras

3417 +VAT 21 packs of ladies Lole 2 pack sports bras

3418 +VAT 21 packs of ladies Lole 2 pack sports bras

3419 +VAT 18 Carole Hochman 2 pack seamless 
ladies comfort bras, size L

3420 +VAT 11 packs of 2 pack Carole Hochman 
comfort bras, 5 packs of 2 pack Lole ladies 
sports bras, 2 packs of DKNY soft stretch fabric 
seamless bras

3421 +VAT 15 packs of ladies Green Treat organic 
cotton 8 pack socks

3422 +VAT 15 packs of ladies Green Treat organic 
cotton 8 pack socks

3423 +VAT 18 packs of ladies 32 Degree Heat 2 pack 
fleece lined base layered pants

3424 +VAT 44 packs of ladies Green Treat 8 pack 
organic cotton socks

3425 +VAT 15 ladies Mondetta blue fleece crew neck 
sweatshirts, mixed sizes

3426 +VAT 15 ladies Mondetta blue fleece crew neck 
sweatshirts, mixed sizes

3427 +VAT 15 ladies Mondetta blue fleece crew neck 
sweatshirts, mixed sizes

3428 +VAT 15 ladies Mondetta blue fleece crew neck 
sweatshirts, mixed sizes

3429 +VAT 15 ladies Mondetta beige fleece crew 
neck sweatshirts

3430 +VAT 15 ladies Mondetta beige fleece crew 
neck sweatshirts

3431 +VAT 15 ladies Mondetta beige fleece crew 
neck sweatshirts

3432 +VAT 15 ladies Mondetta beige fleece crew 
neck sweatshirts

3433 +VAT 15 ladies Mondetta beige fleece crew 
neck sweatshirts

3434 +VAT 15 ladies Mondetta pink fleece crewneck 
sweatshirts

3435 +VAT 15 ladies Mondetta blue fleece crewneck 
sweatshirts
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3436 +VAT 13 ladies Mondetta beige fleece crewneck 
sweatshirts together with 2 ladies Mondetta blue 
fleece crewneck sweatshirts

3437 +VAT Pallet of ladies branded clothing with tags 
to include jumpers, hoodies, trousers, jeans, 
pyjama sets, lounge sets etc by various brands 
to include DKNY, Disney, Replay, Ellesse, 
Columbia and Nautical Sailing

3438 +VAT Pallet of mens branded clothing with tags 
to include fleeces, hoodies, shirts, tracksuit 
bottoms etc by various brands to include 
Berghaus, The North Face, Columbia, Adidas, 
Champion, Levis Strauss, Puma etc

3439 +VAT Box containing a large quantity of towels, 
tea towels and hand towels in mixed colours and 
patterns

3440 +VAT 10 pair of ladies Marc NY jogging bottoms 
in pink, mixed sizes

3441 +VAT 10 pair of ladies Marc NY jogging bottoms 
in pink, mixed sizes

3442 +VAT 10 pair of ladies Marc NY jogging bottoms 
in pink, mixed sizes

3443 +VAT 10 pair of ladies Marc NY jogging bottoms 
in pink, mixed sizes

3444 +VAT 10 pair of ladies Marc NY jogging bottoms 
in pink, mixed sizes

3445 +VAT 10 pair of ladies Marc NY jogging bottoms 
in pink, mixed sizes

3446 +VAT 10 pair of ladies Marc NY jogging bottoms 
in pink, mixed sizes

3447 +VAT 10 pair of ladies Marc NY jogging bottoms 
in pink, mixed sizes

3448 +VAT 10 pair of ladies Marc NY jogging bottoms 
in pink, mixed sizes

3449 +VAT 13 pairs of ladies Andrew Mark faux 
suede trousers, mixed sizes and colours, maily 
black

3450 +VAT 36 pairs of Kiku Nordic Collection 4 pack 
boot socks

3451 +VAT 36 pairs of Kiku Nordic Collection 4 pack 
boot socks

3452 +VAT 36 pairs of Kiku Nordic Collection 4 pack 
boot socks

3453 +VAT 36 pairs of Kiku Nordic Collection 4 pack 
boot socks

3454 +VAT 36 pairs of Kiku Nordic Collection 4 pack 
boot socks

3455 +VAT 10 packs of Kiku Nordic Collection 4 pack 
boot socks

3456 +VAT 10 packs of Kiku Nordic Collection 4 pack 
boot socks

3457 13 kids Puma hoodies, mixed sizes and colours

3458 12 kids Puma hoodies, mixed sizes and colours

3459 12 kids Puma hoodies, mixed sizes and colours

3460 10 Saint Eve kids youth hooded fleece sleeper 
in Unicorn style and Panda style and 1 Saint 
Eve kids youth hooded fleece in a lizard style 
(11)

3461 10 Saint Eve kids youth hooded fleece sleeper 
in Unicorn style and Panda style and 1 Saint 
Eve kids youth hooded fleece in a lizard style 
(11)

3462 10 Saint Eve kids youth hooded fleece sleeper 
in Unicorn style and Panda style and 1 Saint 
Eve kids youth hooded fleece in a lizard style 
(11)

3463 Approx. 30 Kirkland Signature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets

3464 Approx. 30 Kirkland Signature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets

3465 Approx. 30 Kirkland Signature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets

3466 10 Saint Eve kids Youth fleece sleeper in lizard 
style (10)

3467 10 Saint Eve kids Youth fleece sleeper in panda 
and unicorn styles (10)

3468 10 Saint Eve kids Youth fleece sleeper in panda 
and unicorn styles (10)

3469 10 Saint Eve kids Youth fleece sleeper in panda 
and unicorn styles (10)

3470 10 Saint Eve kids Youth fleece sleeper in panda 
and unicorn styles (10)

3471 10 Saint Eve kids Youth fleece sleeper in panda 
and unicorn styles (10)

3472 10 Saint Eve kids Youth fleece sleeper in panda 
and unicorn styles (10)

3473 10 Saint Eve kids Youth fleece sleeper in panda 
and unicorn styles (10)

3474 10 Saint Eve kids Youth fleece sleeper in panda 
and unicorn styles (10)

3475 10 Saint Eve kids Youth fleece sleeper in panda 
and unicorn styles (10)

3476 Approx. 30 Kirkland SIgnature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets in various colours, sizes, and 
genders
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3477 Approx. 30 Kirkland SIgnature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets in various colours, sizes, and 
genders

3478 Approx. 30 Kirkland SIgnature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets in various colours, sizes, and 
genders

3479 Approx. 30 Kirkland SIgnature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets in various colours, sizes, and 
genders

3480 Approx. 30 Kirkland SIgnature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets in various colours, sizes, and 
genders

3481 Approx. 30 Kirkland SIgnature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets in various colours, sizes, and 
genders

3482 Approx. 30 Kirkland SIgnature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets in various colours, sizes, and 
genders

3483 Approx. 30 Kirkland SIgnature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets in various colours, sizes, and 
genders

3484 Approx. 30 Kirkland SIgnature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets in various colours, sizes, and 
genders

3485 Approx. 30 Kirkland SIgnature kids 4 piece 
pyjama sets in various colours, sizes, and 
genders

3486 20 kids 32 Degree Heat youth pink jackets

3487 20 kids 32 Degree Heat youth pink jackets

3488 20 kids 32 Degree Heat youth pink jackets

3489 20 kids 32 Degree Heat youth green jackets

3490 20 kids 32 Degree Heat youth blue jackets

3491 20 kids 32 Degree Heat youth blue jackets

3492 20 kids 32 Degree Heat youth jackets in mixed 
colours

3493 16 kids 32 Degree Heat youth jackets in pink

3494 10 kids Marvel plush hoodies, mixed sizes

3495 10 kids Marvel plush hoodies, mixed sizes

3496 9 kids Marvel plush hoodies, mixed sizes

3497 14 Jezzies 2 piece girls velour lounge set with 
hood, all in blue, mixed sizes

3498 14 Jezzies 2 piece girls velour lounge set with 
hood, all in blue, mixed sizes

3499 +VAT 20 pairs of Ladies Tuff Active active 
leggings with pockets

3500 +VAT 20 pairs of Ladies Tuff Active active 
leggings with pockets

3501 +VAT 6x Footballs plus a basketball

3502 +VAT Selection of novelty, miscellaneous and 
outdoor related toys

3503 +VAT Various toys to include Disney Doll's 
house pieces, Hot Wheels set, Mercedes toy 
car, Fairy wings, connect 4, etc

3504 +VAT Puzzles and board games to include 
Disney Story Maps, Game of Thrones 
Monopoly, Ticket to Ride Europe, Destiny 
Wasgij, etc

3505 +VAT Selection of Pre-School children's toys to 
include Lea Frog count along Till, V-Tech Rock 
& Roll bear, Creative Board, Puzzles, etc

3506 +VAT Selection of games and card games to 
include Betrayal at House on the Hill, What Do 
You Meme, Something Wild card games, 
Zombie Dice, etc

3507 +VAT Large quantity of Smiffys Grease pink 
ladies jackets dress up

3508 +VAT Selection of figures to include Funko 
Pop!'s, Bud Dragon Duck, Marvel Legends Iron 
Man and Walking Dead Gareth

3509 +VAT Selection of various fancy dress items

3510 +VAT Various Lego sets to include race cars, 
chain reactions, creator 3in1, Friends set, 
Marvel Spiderman and Technic dragon

3511 +VAT Selection of soft plush toys to include Jelly 
Cat. ty, etc

3512 +VAT Selection of kids arts & crafts, stationary 
and party supplies

3513 +VAT Various LOL doll toys, baby doll, Smiggle 
bag, etc

3514 +VAT Various outdoor related toys to include 
inflatables, bubble gun, balls, etc

3515 +VAT Anthropologie tic tac toe plus Little Dutch 
toys

3516 +VAT Various trading cards, card games and 
figures to include Pokemon, Funko, Harry 
Potter, etc

3517 +VAT Selection of various fancy dress

3518 +VAT Selection of various fancy dress

3519 +VAT Various kids toys to include drone, 
weather station, glow tracks, etc

3520 +VAT Various Lego kits, Warhammer set, OO 
locomotive, etc
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3521 +VAT Various puzzles and games to include 
Pokémon Battle Academy, Dixit, Scrabble, etc

3522 +VAT Selection of various pre-school children's 
toys

3523 +VAT Various soft plush toys to include 
Squishmallow, Jelly Cat, etc

3524 +VAT Large selection of children's novelty toys

3525 +VAT Various kids arts & crafts, stationary, party 
supplies, etc

3526 +VAT Detol bacterial spray, Flash spray wipe, 
polish, leather finish, etc

3527 +VAT The Pink Stuff cleaner, toilet cleaner, 
laundry liquids, hand soap, etc

3528 +VAT Leather upholstery colorant, dog 
shampoo, bug clear, ecopond foam free, polish, 
car shampoo, etc

3529 +VAT Candle making kit, body lotion, epoxy 
resin, giant bubbles, hydrogen peroxide, etc

3530 +VAT Various household decor items to include 
mugs, lights, creative lamp, coasters, incense 
cones, etc

3531 +VAT Selection of medicals, sports, and 
cleaning related items

3532 +VAT Selection of stationary, arts & crafts 
supplies and part supplies

3533 +VAT Large selection of kitchen related items to 
include air fryer liners, mug cups, cooking liners, 
cutlery, etc

3534 +VAT Fabric conditioners, various essential oils, 
mold and mildew blaster, stone cleaner, etc

3535 +VAT Various kitchen related items to include 
knives, cutlery, bin bags, skewers, etc

3536 +VAT Various stationary, craft items, home 
decor, etc

3537 +VAT Various pet, health, sports and darts 
related items

3538 +VAT 3 x Pasabahce patisserie footed service 
plate with dome

3539 +VAT Ergobaby omni breeze all in one baby 
carrier

3540 +VAT Various fabric and balls of wool

3541 +VAT Selection of various bags

3542 +VAT Various home décor, stationary, health 
related items, etc

3543 +VAT 5 x Packs of puppy training pads

3544 +VAT Leather care kit, cleaning supplies. 
vacuum cleaner parts, iron, etc

3545 +VAT Various bedding sets plus x2 sets of 
curtains

3546 +VAT Bin Liners, bottles, paper plates, mirror 
soap dispenser, etc

3547 +VAT Velocity Pro Gear bag, x2 Hype 
backpacks plus a Patagonia backpack

3548 +VAT Sofa cover, blankets, towel, pillow cases, 
etc

3549 +VAT 4 x Pillows in various styles

3550 +VAT Various bed linen, dressing gown and a 
multi-coloured mat

3551 +VAT Selection of various linen

3552 +VAT Selectin of various throws, door runner 
plus an Only Curls hair towel

3553 +VAT Toilet rolls, sanitary towels, puppy pads 
and incontinence pants

3554 +VAT Selection of various home décor to 
include lamp, storage box, LED lights, wax ,melt 
burner, etc

3555 +VAT Bambio snowglobe, washing up bowl, 
storage container, pop up bowl, hand warmer, 
etc

3556 +VAT Paw Print shape dog bed, dog jumper, 
various bags and fabric storage cubes

3557 +VAT Balls of wool, stationary, transfer heat 
vinyl, drawer liners, etc

3558 +VAT Various kitchen items to include Wusthof 
knife sharpener, chopping board, silicone molds, 
etc

3559 +VAT Puppy pads, cat scratching posts, noodle 
glove towel and poo bags

3560 +VAT Adidas bag, Hersehcel bag, wifi photo 
frame, Lulu Lemon towel & bottle, Flow ear 
pads, Barbour wax care kit, etc

3561 +VAT Large pallet of mixed household items

3562 +VAT Large pallet containing mixed household 
items

3563 +VAT Kitchen related items to include Larq jug, 
Ecover non bio laundry, Red Bull bottle, Spode 
Morris & Co mugs, Ninja cups, etc

3564 +VAT Selection of various Alpaca yarns

3565 +VAT 2 x Groove pillows plus 2x The White 
Company oxford pillowcases

3566 +VAT Bundle of ladies heels of various styles 
and sizes, includes- Joe Browns, Public Desire 
+ Primark
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3567 +VAT Bundle of ladies shoes of various styles 
and sizes, includes- Truffle, Lilley + jo & Joe

3568 +VAT Bundle of ladies tall boots of various 
styles and sizes, includes- New Look, Truffle + 
Pretty Little Thing

3569 +VAT Bundle of men's shoes of various styles 
and sizes, includes- Grenson + Hobibear

3570 +VAT Bundle of men's boots of various styles 
and sizes, includes- Zara, Asos + Bershka

3571 +VAT Bundle of slippers of various styles and 
sizes, includes- Dr.Keller, Scholl + Munsingwear

3572 +VAT Bundle of men's wellies of various sizes, 
new and uses, includes- chest waders with 
boots, Dunlop + The Muck Boot Company

3573 Bundle of kids shoes of various styles and sizes, 
includes- Nike, Adidas, Vans + Converse

3574 +VAT 1 x Lambretta ankle boots UK 10, 1 x 
Coseyfeet slippers UK 8 + 1 x Under Armour 
trainers UK 7.5

3575 +VAT 1 x ThirtyTwo snowboarding boots, UK 
4.5

3576 +VAT 1 x Men's DB shoes, UK 10

3577 +VAT 1 x ladies Regatta boots, UK 6.5

3578 +VAT 1 x ladies Regatta boots, UK 7

3579 +VAT 1 x men's Gant trainers, UK 8

3580 +VAT 1 x men's Oswin Hyde brogues, UK 9

3581 +VAT 1 x men's Fila trainers, UK 11

3582 +VAT 1 x ladies Gabor shoes, UK 7

3583 +VAT 1 x ladies Carvela platform sandals, EU 
37

3584 +VAT 1 x ladies Fitflop Sandals, UK 8

3585 +VAT 1 x ladies Hunter Chelsea boots, UK 6

3586 +VAT Bundle of ladies ankle boots of various 
styles and sizes, includes- Pavers + New Look

3587 +VAT Bundle of ladies trainers of various styles 
and sizes, new and used, includes- Nike, New 
Balance + Calvin Klein

3588 +VAT Bundle of ladies boots of various styles 
and sizes, includes- River Island + Zara

3589 +VAT Bundle of men's shoes of various styles 
and sizes, includes- Aldo + Boohoo

3590 +VAT Bundle of ladies heeled boots of various 
styles and sizes, includes- Zara + Public Desire

3591 +VAT Large bundle of shoe accessories, 
includes shoelaces, insoles + shoe stretchers

3592 +VAT 1 x ladies Aldo heels UK 6 + 1 x ladies 
Heavenly Feet ankle boots Eu 38 (2)

3593 +VAT 1 x Office loafers UK 10 +1 x Skechers 
trainers, UK 10 (2)

3594 3 x junior Adidas trainers, UK 5, 6, 6.5 + 1 kids 
Nike trainers, UK 8.5 (4)

3595 +VAT 1 x Technica snowboard boots, signs of 
use, size unknown

3596 +VAT 1 x Superga leather trainers, UK 7

3597 +VAT 1 x Carvela trainers, EU 39

3598 +VAT 1 x Birkenstock shoes, UK 2.5

3599 +VAT 1 x Arne tennis trainers, UK 8

3600 +VAT 1 x Aus Wooli slippers, UK 3

3601 +VAT 1 x ladies Hotter boots, UK 4

3602 +VAT 1 x Dune boots, UK 7

3603 +VAT 1 x Jackson Ultra ice skates, EU 34

3604 +VAT 1 x The Muck Boot Company boots, UK 7

3605 +VAT 1 x ladies Mint Velvet loafers, UK 7

3606 +VAT 1 x men's Lacoste trainers, UK 10.5

3607 1 x Junior converse, UK 4

3608 +VAT 1 x Fitflop grey knit sneakers, UK 6.5

3609 +VAT 1 x Fitflop black knit sneakers, UK 6.5

3610 +VAT 1 x New Balance trainers, UK 8.5

3611 +VAT 1 x New Balance trainers, UK 8.5

3612 +VAT 1 x men's Adidas Campus trainers, UK 
5.5

3613 +VAT 1 x Nike trainers, UK 8

3614 +VAT 1 x men's Nike Air Force 1, UK 9.5

3615 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3616 +VAT x2 Oosc tight fitted chic ski suits in ice 
blue sizes M & L

3617 +VAT Herzen's Angelegenheit scarf in blue / 
orange

3618 +VAT Barbour International velocete 
showerproof coat in cream size 18 (hanging)

3619 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark sportswear

3620 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include 
Adonola, Sweaty Betty, Nike, etc

3621 +VAT Selection of various bags

3622 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks
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3623 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3624 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Boden, 
Hush, House of Sunny, etc

3625 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Isobaa, 
Converse, Sea Salt Cornwall, etc

3626 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3627 +VAT Zara Atelier limited edition studded real 
leather jacket size M (hanging)

3628 +VAT 2x The Oodie in various designs one size

3629 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark, Adonola and 
Lulu Lemon sportswear

3630 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Gym 
King, M/P, Nike, etc

3631 +VAT Roka backpack, Barbour backpack, light 
fitting, cushion cover, picture frames plus a 
Garman Green bag

3632 +VAT Various first aid kits plus a fire blanket

3633 +VAT Large pallet containing mixed household 
items

3634 +VAT 3x Kate Spade dog bowls plus a Radley 
socks and mug set

3635 +VAT 8x Vaccum flask sets

3636 +VAT Various kitchen related items to include 
scales, jospeh joseph recycler, frying pan, mug, 
glass jars, etc

3637 +VAT Quantity of artificial plant wall panels

3638 +VAT Katie Loxton duffle bag, balls of yarn, 2x 
Cat doorstops, coat hook plus a Snoopy 
backpack

3639 +VAT 4 x Livio 8pc stainless steel knife block 
sets

3640 +VAT Pack of wool, frying pan, Cath Kidston tea 
towels, Joseph Joseph container set, bottles, 
Athur Price cutlery set plus one other

3641 +VAT Darts boards, Nike bag, Under Armour 
bag, fishing gear, wheight, etc

3642 +VAT Kitchen related items to include first aid 
kit, cooker hoode filters, unibond are moisture, 
atlas roller, etc

3643 +VAT Philips Lumea hair laser, Tommee Tippee 
wearable breast pump and Oral-B Vitality Pro 
electric toothbrush

3644 +VAT 2x BaByliss Pro Super Motor skeleton 
trimmers, Wahl Cordless Magic Clip clippers, 
ManScaped Lawn Mower clippers, and 2 others

3645 +VAT BaByliss Platinum Diamond 2300 hair 
dryer, hair straighteners / curlers, roller set

3646 +VAT Large pallet containing mixed household 
items

3647 +VAT 2x massage guns, electric blanket and 
Shiatsu massage pillow

3648 +VAT 2x bags containing DeLongi coffee 
grinder, containing juicers, Sodastream Terra, 
etc

3649 +VAT Hyundai and Brother sewing machines, 
plus mini steam iron

3650 +VAT Selection of nail varnish gift sets in pastel 
/ bright tones to include Pleasing, Cirque 
Colours, Revolution and Barry M

3651 +VAT Large selection of various branded nail 
varnish to include Revolution, Rimmel, Born 
Pretty, Hit the Bottle, Nail Magic, etc

3652 +VAT Selection of gel nail varnish to include 
Beetles, Limegirl, Phoenixy, Polished London, 
Al'iver, etc

3653 +VAT Selection of Mylee, Le Noir and Lottie gel 
nail varnishes and other related products

3654 +VAT Selection of O.P.I products to include nail 
lacquer, gel colour, top coat and nail 
strengthener

3655 +VAT The White Company Winter hand and nail 
set cracker plus mini home scenting set

3656 +VAT Selection of nail products to include 
Tropic cuticle oil, Off White nail varnish, DND 
soak of gel, Sienna nail lacquer, etc

3657 +VAT Selection of nail varnish gift sets to 
include Profushion, Glow Up, Nailed It, Studio 
London, etc

3658 +VAT Selection of nail kits to include 3x Mobray 
poly gel building kits, Rarjsm nail art gels, 
Sistaco mineral bond kit, Saviland acrylic nail kit, 
etc

3659 +VAT GDI Nails and London Crystal-G gel nail 
varnishes plus x2 Maniko remover serums

3660 +VAT Various Holo Taco nail varnishes

3661 +VAT Selection of various Barry M and Sally 
Hansen nail varnishes

3662 +VAT Selection of various gel nail varnishes to 
include The Gel Bottle Inc, Paint me Pretty, 
Mostive, Gelica, Pure Nails, Glitterbells and 
Geleration

3663 +VAT Selection of various Candy Coat and 
Cirque Colours nail varnishes plus other related 
accessories
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3664 +VAT Selection of various nail varnishes to 
include Vakula, Obsessed, My Mood, Star 
Gazer, Nail HQ and Shoreditch Nails

3665 +VAT Large selection of Mabeline and L'Oreal 
nail varnishes

3666 +VAT Large selection of girls nail vanish gift 
sets, press on nails, nail varnishes, etc

3667 +VAT Selection of nail varnish to include Saffron 
London, Glam Finish, Lights Lacquer and Orly

3668 +VAT Selection of nail varnish gift sets in neutral 
tones to include Ted Baker, Nailed It, Technic, 
etc

3669 +VAT Selection of various Nails Inc London nail 
varnish plus nail hardener

3670 +VAT Selection of various Glamdrip nail 
powders plus soak, seal, heal, base, matte and 
glow varnishes

3671 +VAT Large selection of various Essie nail 
varnishes

3672 +VAT Selection of various No Nasties scented 
nail varnishes, water beads and unicorn beads

3673 +VAT Selection of The Gel Bottle nude 
collection gel nail varnish plus glow top and 
bond base gels

3674 +VAT Large selection of various branded gel 
nail varnishes

3675 +VAT Selection of various Bluesky gel nail 
varnishes

3676 +VAT Selection of Snail Works nail varnishes

3677 +VAT Selection of various Ashe London nail 
varnishes

3678 +VAT Large selection of Kinetics nail products to 
include gel polishes in various colours, top 
coats, serums, base gels, etc

3679 +VAT Philips Lumea IPL 9000 hair remover

3680 +VAT ghd Max straighteners, BaByliss Titanium 
curlers, hair dryers, etc

3681 +VAT 2x Cutlim 15K Devourer clippers, Carbon 
X 3-in-1 heated beard brush & straightener

3682 +VAT 6x massage guns, massage pillow, neck 
massager and thermometer

3683 +VAT Various robot vacuums, floor polisher, 
vacuum and iron

3684 +VAT Electric pumps, LED desk lamp, fan 
heater, starry projector

3685 +VAT Lubluelu robot vacuum cleaner

3686 +VAT WMF Lono raelette grill

3687 +VAT Daewoo 12L digital rotisserie air fryer 
oven

3688 +VAT 5x 45L storage boxes with lids plus a 
Voche folding shopping cart

3689 +VAT Large pack of toilet rolls, dish drying rack, 
heated blanket plus a step stool

3690 +VAT Cricut air explore 2 with accessories, Paw 
Patrol play table, garland, heat transfer vinyl 
plus "Cash" art print

3691 +VAT Tower cerastone forged aluminum 5 piece 
pan set

3692 +VAT Innoteck kitchen pro 6in1 12L digital air 
fryer oven

3693 +VAT Full size Majora's Mask replica

3694 +VAT Shark duo clean part, yoga mat, roll of 
vinyl, metal shelving, small tubs, broom handle 
plus a Ninja blender

3695 +VAT Large box of Pampers aqua wipes plus a 
box of Tena pants

3696 +VAT 4x Ariana Grande Cloud perfumes 100ml

3697 +VAT 20x Madonna perfumes 50ml to include 
Divine, Blossom and Goddess

3698 +VAT 20x Madonna perfumes 50ml to include 
Divine, Blossom and Goddess

3699 +VAT 20x Madonna perfumes 50ml to include 
Divine, Blossom and Goddess

3700 +VAT Chanel Paris No5 L'Eau eau de toilette 
3x20ml

3701 +VAT Burberry Touch eau de toilette 100ml plus 
Burberry brit eau de toilette 100ml

3702 +VAT Dior sauvage eau de parfum 100ml

3703 +VAT Selection of various Boutique Perfumery 
perfumes

3704 +VAT Marc Jacobs dot eau de parfum 100ml

3705 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger girl eau de toilette 100ml 
and 200ml

3706 +VAT Paco Rabanne phantom parfum 100ml

3707 +VAT Paco Rabanne phantom parfum 100ml

3708 +VAT Gucci flora gorgeous gardnia eau de 
parfum 100ml

3709 +VAT 7 x DSquared2 green wood eau de toilette 
100ml

3710 +VAT 7 x DSquared2 green wood eau de toilette 
100ml

3711 +VAT Kayali musk 12 eau de parfum 100ml
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3712 +VAT 5x Hugo Boss perfumes including; elixir 
100ml & 50ml, bottled 100ml, The Scent 100ml 
and bottled night 200ml

3713 +VAT Tom Ford ombre leather eau de parfum 
100ml

3714 +VAT Dior sauvage eau de toilette 100ml

3715 +VAT Chanel bleu eau de parfum 50ml

3716 +VAT 5x Georgio Armani perfumes to include x2 
code 15ml, Si 15ml and x2 my way 50ml

3717 +VAT 6x DSquared2 green wood eau de toilette 
100ml

3718 +VAT 4x Elle in paris eau de parfum 100ml plus 
3x Sarah Jessica Parker perfumes 1x 150ml and 
2x 100ml

3719 +VAT Versarce Eros eau de parfum gift box set

3720 +VAT 6x P.Louise 30ml body mists

3721 +VAT Burberry her eau de parfum 50ml plus 
Goddess eau de parfum 100ml

3722 +VAT x2 Vera Wang princess eau de toilette 
100ml

3723 +VAT Gabar no.II ground eau de parfum 50ml

3724 +VAT Acqua Di Parma colonia essenza deluxe 
set 100ml & 12ml

3725 +VAT Club de nuit intense limited edition 
parfum105ml plus 3x untold perfumes 105ml

3726 +VAT Hugo Boss bottled night eau de toilette 
200ml plus deep red 90ml

3727 +VAT DKNY eau de toilette 100ml, Givenchy 
irresistible eau de parfum 50ml and Michael 
Kors sexy amber eau de parfum 5ml

3728 +VAT Selection of various Jo Malone colognes

3729 +VAT Large selection of various perfumes to 
include Revolution, Thameen, M01, etc

3730 +VAT Widlan 71 eau de parfum 50ml

3731 +VAT Large quantity of copy cat perfumes

3732 +VAT Prada paradoxe eau de parfum 90ml

3733 +VAT Carolina Herrera bag boy cobalt eau de 
parfum 50ml

3734 +VAT Jean Paul Gaultier ultra male eau de 
toilette 40ml

3735 +VAT Large selection of various perfume 
samples

3736 +VAT Bugatti signature white eau de toilette 
100ml

3737 +VAT Large selection of various perfumes to 
include VYG, David Beckham, Proraso, Denim, 
etc

3738 +VAT Large selection of perfumes to include 
Ariana Grande, Yardley, Mabelle O'Rama, etc

3739 +VAT Selection of perfumes to include Juicy 
Couture, Ted Baker, Kenzo, Ralph, Lauren, etc

3740 +VAT Large selection of loose and some part 
used perfumes

3741 +VAT 12x Madonna Daydream 50ml eau de 
toilette

3742 +VAT Large selection of various perfumes

3743 +VAT Selection of perfumes to include Pendora, 
Estee Lauder, Marys Kay, etc

3744 +VAT Selection of various Zara perfumes

3745 +VAT Selection of The Essence Vault and 
Frederico Mahora perfumes

3746 +VAT Selection of perfumes to include Calvin 
Klein, Clinique, Lacoste, Elizabeth Arden, etc

3747 +VAT Selection of perfumes to include Hollister, 
Jimmy Choo, Inis, etc

3748 +VAT Downland luxury forever full mattress 
topper, cushion inner plus a Dreamland luxury 
faux fur throw

3749 +VAT Sodastream Art sparkling water maker

3750 +VAT 6KG weight plus an 8KG weight

3751 +VAT 3x Children's play tents

3752 +VAT 2x Heated clothes airers

3753 +VAT Stick on wall tiles, non slip mat, glass 
work top surface, cat scratch pod plus dish rack

3754 +VAT Large blue dog bed

3755 +VAT Ninja 24cm premium frying pan plus Ninja 
foodi stay sharp knife block

3756 +VAT Slush Puppy slushie maker

3757 +VAT Babylo baby changing mat

3758 +VAT Set of 4 garland wreaths

3759 +VAT Odvichi bucket mop, bamboo duckboard, 
desktop storage plus storage box

3760 +VAT Orange dog bed

3761 +VAT Hauck used pushchair

3762 +VAT Large grey round cushion seat pad plus 
small pillow

3763 +VAT 8pc Soup plate set, 3x 2 tier microwave 
racks, plus 3 desktop storage boxes
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3764 +VAT Dreamland hunker down double mattress 
warmer, 3x grey pillows plus a yoga mat

3765 +VAT Fisher Price little People sit n stand 
skyway plus Girl beautiful set

3766 +VAT Metal mop bucket, 2x planters, home spa 
kit plus a grabber

3767 +VAT Crystals 2.5L air fryer plus a box of small 
packing boxes

3768 +VAT Puppy pads, 30L pet food container plus a 
Silent Night dog bed

3769 +VAT Winmau blade 6 sixth generation dart 
board

3770 +VAT 5x Makeup storage boxes

3771 +VAT Second Nature scales, Living & Home 
pendant light, Toilet tissue and a dish rack

3772 +VAT Joie stages group 0+/1/2 car seat

3773 +VAT 2x Single duvets, 2x cushion inners plus u 
shaped pillow

3774 +VAT Large Osprey hiking backpack

3775 +VAT Selection of various Star Wars Lego

3776 +VAT Tower freedom 13 piece cerastone non-
stick cookware set

3777 +VAT 2x Baby basket mattresses, cosy cord 
duvet and a pillow inner

3778 +VAT Box of Serious Tissues toilet paper rolls 
plus a Box of Dettol laundry sanitizer fresh 
cotton 4x1.5L

3779 +VAT 5x Storage containers, Dyson vacuum 
part, first aid box plus a toilet brush

3780 +VAT Targus multi section bag

3781 +VAT It Luggage 5,1KG leopard print suitcase

3782 +VAT Stationary Island 168pc marker set

3783 +VAT Shark flexstyle hair styling & drying 
system

3784 +VAT 3x clothes airers

3785 +VAT Livio heating & kneading foot massager, 
mop bucket, baby sit up chair, puppy pads and a 
vacuum pole

3786 +VAT 3in1 Easel learning set, laundry basket, 
baby changing mat and kids floor mat

3787 +VAT Large box of 40 boxes of art straws

3788 +VAT Large bundle of toilet rolls

3789 +VAT 3x Various storage solution rack / boxes 
plus toy basket with play food

3790 +VAT Box of shampoo caps plus a suspended 
mop

3791 +VAT Bin, Cat scratch post, maternity pillow and 
a sediment filter

3792 +VAT Ninja tendercrisp air fryer - no box

3793 +VAT Jelly Cat fergus frog and amusable pizza 
plush toys with dust bag

3794 +VAT Trading cards and card games to include 
Pokémon, Uno, Gone Fishing, etc

3795 +VAT Selection of Game Exclusive model 
making figure pieces

3796 +VAT Selection of toys to include Gabby's Doll 
House, Money Number Bank, Spy Set, Unicorn 
gift box, etc

3797 +VAT Large bag containing various novelty toys

3798 +VAT Selection of various fancy dress, table 
tennis set and a pair of boxing gloves

3799 +VAT Various stationary, arts & crafts and party 
supplies

3800 +VAT Selection of various soft plush toys to 
include squihsville, Paddington, Gremelins, etc

3801 +VAT Selection of various Lego kits plus a 
Trumpeter 1/35 scale tank kit

3802 +VAT Selection of toys to include Leap Frog 
toaster, kids jonny tractor, k'nex, etc

3803 +VAT Various action figure toys to include 
Funko Pop, Anime Nami, Squid Land, etc

3804 +VAT Various jigsaw puzzles and games to 
include Dog Park, Classic Pooh, Gibsons, etc

3805 +VAT Selection of toys to include Jenga, 
Animagic waggles, Crayola washables, Charlie 
& The Chocolate Factory, etc

3806 +VAT Gelsoft eagle gun plus a peak duel gel 
gun

3807 +VAT Selection of various lego kits plus loose 
lego

3808 +VAT Selection of Barbie toys, dinosaur car, 
Iron Man toy and mini skateboard

3809 +VAT Selection of various fancy dress

3810 +VAT Selection of various soft plush toys

3811 +VAT Various pre-school children's toys to 
include dinosaur dominos, mr potato head, bath 
book, star master, etc

3812 +VAT 2x Darts boards, 2x The Nuke darts, 
Venom boxing gloves plus another pair plus 
touchdown
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3813 +VAT Selection of various card games to 
include Uno, Emoji game, geniuses square. etc

3814 +VAT Die cast toys to include Hornby, Hot 
Wheels, Franklin Mint Precision Models Corgi, 
etc

3815 +VAT Various figures / dolls to include Rainbow 
High, Funko Pop, Kings of War, etc

3816 +VAT Selection of toys to include Barbie, Trolls, 
Sonic the Hedgehog, etc

3817 +VAT Large selection of various jigsaw puzzles

3818 +VAT Selection of toys to include magic paint 
palette, Storm rocket, build your own den, etc

3819 +VAT Large selection of various novelty toys

3820 +VAT Large selection of various novelty toys

3821 +VAT Faith in Nature 5L shampoo plus 20VOL 
creme peroxide 4L

3822 +VAT Fresh pet cherry disinfectant, Flow pink 
toilet rinse and Golden swan white vinegar

3823 +VAT Ecover fabric softener, Comfort fabric 
conditioner and Ecover non bio laundry liquid

3824 +VAT 3x Flow pet magic carpet cleaner

3825 +VAT Flow pet magic carpet cleaner plus 
Ecover non bio laundry liquid

3826 +VAT 3x 5L white vinegar

3827 +VAT 3x Flow industrial sink and drain 
unblocker 5L

3828 +VAT 2x Flash all purpose cleaner 5L plus 
Diversy carefree stride 2000 heavy duty floor 
cleaner

3829 +VAT Kleos greek traditional extra virgin olive oil 
5L

3830 +VAT Blast Off air fresheners plus Fabulosa 
foam fresheners

3831 +VAT Large quantity of Mr Sheen multi surface 
polish

3832 +VAT Quantity of Raid fly and wasp killer

3833 +VAT Selection of air fresheners to include 
Charm. Glade, etc

3834 +VAT Large selection of various deodorants to 
include Lynx, Right Guard, Nivea, etc

3835 +VAT Selection of shaving foams, skin 
cleansers, hair spray, hair products, etc

3836 +VAT Selection of disinfectants, Congestion 
relief, bathroom shower mouse cleaner, etc

3837 +VAT Selection of craft spray adhesive and 
spray on snow

3838 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3839 +VAT Selection of various accessories

3840 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

3841 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Arket, 
Jigsaw, Sea Salt Cornwall, etc

3842 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Levi, 
Khadi, Sister Seekers, etc

3843 +VAT Selection of Lucy & Yak clothing

3844 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Mint 
Velvet, Karen Millen, Sea Salt Cornwall, etc

3845 +VAT Selection of Boden and Ted Baker 
clothing

3846 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3847 +VAT The North Face reversible nuptuse cord 
jacket in Sulphur moss size L (hanging)

3848 +VAT Selection of designer accessories to 
include Fat Face, Levis, Mint Velvet, Lucy & 
Yak, Lulu Lemon, Barbour and &Sons Trading 
Co.

3849 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include 
Adonola, Nike, Adidas, etc

3850 +VAT Selection of various hats

3851 +VAT Selection of H&M clothing

3852 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Sosandar, 
Crew Clothing Company, Reiss, etc

3853 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Boden, Sla 
the Label, Siobhan Molloy, etc

3854 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3855 +VAT Tory Burch printed cotton shirtdress in 
chartreuse meadow size medium (hanging)

3856 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Lulu 
Lemon, Gym Shark, Sweaty Betty, etc

3857 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

3858 +VAT Selection of Bershka Junji Ito Collection 
clothing

3859 +VAT 4x Jackets in various styles to include 
Weekend Offender, Arket, Sea Salt Cornwall 
and Firetrap

3860 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Represent, 
French Connection, Hawes & Curtis, etc

3861 +VAT Selection of clothing to include White 
Stuff, Passenger, Whistles, etc
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3862 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Toast, 
Princess Polly, Khadi, etc

4001 (F418 NPJ) 1988 Ford Escort GL Plus, 5 door 
hatchback in gold, 5 speed manual, 1597cc 
petrol, first registered 06/10/1988, approx. 
80,000 miles, MOT until 17/04/2025, 11 former 
keepers, V5 present, and 2 keys Cat N 
insurance loss 17/06/2020

4002 (J15HOW) 1994 Ford Escort Ghia Si, 4 door 
saloon in beige, 5 speed manual, 1796cc, petrol, 
first registered 22/04/1994, showing 56,411 
miles, MOT expired 08/04/2016, 0 former 
keepers, no V5 - V62 provided, four keys and 
handbooks. 
Cat C insurance loss 12/12/2011, dead battery 
stored for a number of years

4003 (KS53 APY) 2003 Suzuki Wagon R+ S-Limited, 
first registered 17.12.2003, 5 door hatchback in 
silver, tow bar fitted, 1298cc petrol, 5 speed 
manual, mileage showing 55,240, MOT until 
24.01.2025, 1 key, V5 present, 4 former 
keepers, HPi checked

4011 1982 Suzuki GS650g Custom Cruise Motorcycle 
in metallic sparkle green

4020 20ft x 9ft 6” metal clad portable toilet block 
comprising ladies and gents finished in blue and 
grey. Gents has 1 x urinal, 2 x cubicle, 2x wash 
basin, 1 x shower and electric cupboard. Ladies 
has 2 x cubicle, 1x wash basin and 1 x shower.

4021 Silver blue and red Salcano gents mountain bike

4022 Black and red phase mountain bike

4023 White and green girls mountain bike

4024 Youngsters pink mountain bike

4025 Silver youngsters mountain bike

4026 Evade white and blue mountain bike

4027 Raleigh alpha sport racing bike

4030 Light blue BMX

4031 Claud Butler gents town bike

4032 Giant defy blue and grey racing cycle

4033 Green Raleigh ladies bike

4037 Multicoloured Raleigh gents bike

4038 BSA vintage shopping bike

4039 +VAT Scwinn grey and yellow mountain bike

4040 +VAT Scwinn grey and yellow mountain bike

4041 Segway style 9 bot with charger

4042 +VAT Pink girls bike with front basket

4043 Pink and burgundy childs bike

4044 +VAT 2 small boxed scooters

4045 +VAT Red Bull racing scooter, no charger

4046 Viro scooter and a wiggle scooter

4047 Petrol powered quad bike

4048 Pull along cart in the style of a cowboy wagon

4049 3 assorted heaters

4050 2 chicken feeders

4051 Stihl petrol powered long reach pruner

4052 Echo petrol powered strimmer

4053 Stihl petrol powered long reach hedge cutter

4054 Yellow petrol powered strimmer

4055 Echo petrol powered back pack blower

4056 +VAT Qty of elegance marble mosaic tiles

4057 +VAT Qty of elegance marble mosaic tiles

4058 MacCulloch petrol powered hedge cutter

4059 Qualcast petrol powered hedge cutter

4060 Pioneer petrol powered chainsaw

4061 Mitox petrol powered leaf blower

4062 Stihl HS45 petrol powered hedge cutter

4063 Mitox CS38 petrol powered chainsaw

4064 Electric strimmer and a electric hedge cutter

4065 Green petrol powered chainsaw

4066 Qty of cast iron gutter hoppers, two Victorian 
boot scrapers and cast iron panels

4067 +VAT Einhell electric strimmer

4068 Qty of Stihl engine parts

4069 Qty of garden tools

4070 Stihl petrol powered strimmer

4071 Galvanised wheelbarrow with ball wheel

4072 Galvanised wheelbarrow

4073 8 nets of logs

4074 8 nets of logs

4075 Qualcast boxed pole saw

4077 Tray of Tomatoes and a tray of Cucumbers

4078 Tray of Mixed Alpines
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4079 Tray of mixed plants

4080 Tray of mixed plants

4081 Tray of mixed plants

4082 Tray of Petunias

4083 Tray of Petunias

4084 Tray of Petunias

4085 Tray of mixed plants

4087 4 pieces of small fan trellis

4088 +VAT Small pink childs flat pack wheelbarrow

4090 3 boxes of kindling

4091 +VAT Qty of assorted lights and a cot

4092 +VAT 2 small water features

4093 Large roll of rope and roll of material

4094 Oriental garden ornament

4095 Pallet of lin bin and lin bin racks

4096 Wooden book clamp

4097 2 trays of Lobelia

4098 +VAT Plant in bowl plus a lantern frame

4099 2 small trays of Pansies

4100 2 small trays of Pansies

4101 2 small trays of Pansies

4102 2 small trays of Pansies

4103 2 small trays of Pansies

4104 Tray of assorted plants

4105 Tray of assorted plants

4106 Tray of assorted plants

4107 Tray of Fuchsias

4108 Tray of Fuchsias

4109 Tray of Fuchsias

4110 2 small trays of Lobelia

4111 2 small trays of Lobelia

4112 2 small trays of Lobelia

4113 2 small trays of Lobelia

4114 2 small trays of Lobelia

4116 Roll of netting

4117 +VAT Moss killer, a pot and other garden items

4119 Table cover and a gazebo cover

4120 +VAT Small Stanley childs wheelbarrow and 
tools

4121 Fold up pet cage

4124 4 wheel silver Reef skateboard

4125 2 large drums containing various tools including 
battery powered tools, brushes, etc

4126 +VAT Boxed floor lamp plus a quantity of garden 
lights

4127 +VAT Lazy Spa with pump

4128 +VAT 8 water filled parasol bases

4129 Large metal square garden table (no top) with 8 
metal chairs (no cuchions)

4130 Potted Gaillanrdia

4131 Potted Gaillanrdia

4132 Potted Gaillanrdia

4133 Potted Gaillanrdia

4134 +VAT Bougainvillea

4135 +VAT Bougainvillea

4136 +VAT Potted Zantedeschia - Calla Lily

4137 +VAT Potted Zantedeschia - cream Calla Lily

4138 +VAT Potted Zantedeschia - red Calla Lily

4139 +VAT Potted Zantedeschia - yellow Calla Lily

4140 +VAT Boxed Weber charcoal BBQ

4141 Tray of Strawberry Plants

4142 Potted Gaillanrdia

4143 Potted Gaillanrdia

4144 Potted Gaillanrdia

4145 Potted Gaillanrdia

4146 Potted Geranium

4147 +VAT Potted Celosia

4148 +VAT Potted Celosia

4149 +VAT Potted Celosia

4150 +VAT Potted Celosia

4151 Rectangular metal framed glass topped table 
with 6 chairs, small round side table and 2 
footstools

4152 Tray of assorted plants including Delphinium, 
Lupins, Bergenia and others

4153 Tray of various plants including Nepeta, Fresco, 
Bidens and others
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4154 Tray of Trailing Begonias

4155 Tray of Trailing Begonias

4156 Tray of plants containing Gaillardia, Salvia, 
Lupins , etc

4157 2 x potted Aquilegia plants

4158 2 x potted Aquilegia plants

4159 2 x potted Aquilegia plants

4160 Pink Azalea plant

4161 Peony plant

4162 White Azalea

4163 White Azalea

4164 Symphoricarpos plant

4165 Potted Bleeding Heart

4166 Potted Bleeding Heart

4167 Potted Bleeding Heart

4168 +VAT Wooden bench

4169 +VAT Abutilon Kentish Belle plant

4170 +VAT Abutilon Kentish Belle plant

4171 +VAT Abutilon Kentish Belle plant

4172 +VAT Abutilon Kentish Belle plant

4173 +VAT Abutilon plant

4174 +VAT Abutilon plant

4175 +VAT Abutilon plant

4176 +VAT Digitalis plant

4177 +VAT Digitalis plant

4178 Potted Salvia plant

4179 Potted Salvia plant

4180 Potted Salvia plant

4181 Potted Salvia plant

4182 +VAT Banana plant

4183 +VAT Banana plant

4184 Potted Campanula plant

4185 Potted Campanula plant

4186 Potted Campanula plant

4187 Potted Campanula plant

4188 Potted Leucanthemum plant

4189 Potted Leucanthemum plant

4190 Potted Leucanthemum plant

4191 Potted Leucanthemum plant

4192 Potted Leucanthemum plant

4193 Potted Leucanthemum plant

4194 Potted Leucanthemum plant

4195 Potted Leucanthemum plant

4196 Potted Gaillardia plant

4197 +VAT Potted Dahlia

4198 +VAT Potted Dahlia

4199 +VAT Potted Dahlia

4200 +VAT Potted Dahlia

4201 +VAT Trachycarpus palm

4202 +VAT Large Phoenix Palm

4203 +VAT Metal garden chair

4204 +VAT Potted Zantedeschia - yellow Calla Lily

4205 +VAT Potted Zantedeschia - cream Calla Lily

4206 +VAT Blackberry plant

4207 Blackberry plant

4208 Rhubarb plant

4209 Potted Blackberry

4210 +VAT Passion Flower

4211 +VAT Passion flower

4212 +VAT Passion flower

4213 +VAT Passion flower

4214 Raspberry plant

4215 Blackberry plant

4216 +VAT Living willow heart Salix

4217 2 x Lighting bollards

4218 4 piece garden rattan set consisting of 2 seater 
sofa, 2 chairs and glass top coffee table

4219 Metal garden ornament with 2 children and a 
lamp

4220 +VAT Potted Ceanothus

4221 +VAT Potted Ceanothus

4222 +VAT Potted Ceanothus

4223 +VAT Potted Ceanothus

4224 +VAT Potted Ceanothus

4225 +VAT Potted Ceanothus
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4226 +VAT Small standard Salix plant

4227 +VAT Small standard Salix plant

4228 Potted Lupin

4229 Potted Lupin

4230 Potted Lupin

4231 Potted Lupin

4232 +VAT Large Fuchsia plant

4233 +VAT Large Fuchsia plant

4234 +VAT Masterbuilt charcoal BBQ

4235 +VAT Masterbuilt charcoal BBQ

4236 Potted Salvia plant

4237 Potted Salvia plant

4238 Potted Lupin

4239 Potted Lupin

4240 +VAT Large Fuchsia plant

4241 +VAT Large Fuchsia plant

4242 +VAT Boxed Nexgrill stainless steel BBQ

4243 +VAT Boxed Nexgrill 3 burner gas BBQ

4244 Potted Rhubarb

4245 Potted Rhubarb

4246 Potted Rhubarb

4247 +VAT Daphne plant

4248 +VAT Climbing Hydrangea

4249 +VAT Climbing Hydrangea

4250 +VAT Climbing Hydrangea

4251 +VAT Climbing Rose

4252 +VAT Climbing Hydrangea

4253 +VAT Climbing pink Rose

4254 +VAT Climbing Rose

4255 +VAT Climbing yellow Rose

4256 OCR Recycling cardboard baler

4257 A double van seat and a single van seat

4258 4 x Mercedes alloy wheels and tyres, size 
225x45x17

4259 4 x Audi black allot wheels and tyres, size 
225x40x18

4260 2 x large black alloy wheels and tyres, size 
255x35x20

4261 Small pot mover

4262 +VAT Potted Foxglove

4263 +VAT Potted Foxglove

4264 +VAT Potted Foxglove

4265 +VAT Potted Foxglove

4266 +VAT Potted Foxglove

4267 +VAT Potted Foxglove

4268 3 tread wooden step

4269 Potted Foxglove

4270 Potted Foxglove

4271 Potted Foxglove

4272 Potted Foxglove

4273 Potted Foxglove

4274 Potted Foxglove

4275 Potted Foxglove

4276 Potted Foxglove

4277 Potted Geranium

4278 Potted Geranium

4279 Potted Geranium

4280 Potted Geranium

4281 Potted Geranium

4282 Potted Geranium

4283 Potted Geranium

4284 2 x wooden steamer chairs

4285 Large Sinders stainless steel fold up industrial 
style BBQ

4286 Grey round metal garden table and 4 rattan style 
tub chairs

4287 5 piece garden set consisting of two seater 
metal framed sofa, 2 metal framed chairs and 2 
round metal tables

4288 Pallet of cast iron rainwater hoppers and a 
vintage boiler

4289 3 large concrete trough style pots

4290 6 square concrete planters

4291 5 round concrete planters

4292 Small square glass topped, metal framed 
garden table complete with 5 black mesh garden 
chairs and a parasol

4293 Graze wooden display rack
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4294 Potted Pineapple plant

4295 Potted Pineapple plant

4296 Potted Pineapple plant

4297 Potted Pineapple plant

4298 +VAT Potted Jasmine

4299 +VAT Potted Jasmine

4300 +VAT Potted Jasmine

4301 +VAT Potted Jasmine

4302 +VAT Potted Jasmine

4303 +VAT Potted Jasmine

4304 +VAT Potted Freesia

4305 +VAT Potted Freesia

4306 +VAT Potted Freesia

4307 +VAT Potted Freesia

4308 Green plastic storage shed

4309 Large wooden work bench with metal vice

4310 5 concrete garden ornaments

4311 Heavy resin round garden table and small stool

4312 Large piece of granite water feature stone

4313 Metal dog house

4314 Small sundial

4315 Quantity of wooden log off-cuts

4316 Galvanised water tank

4317 Cricket net

4318 5 x 6ft wooden panels

4319 4 plastic stacking chairs

4320 Small single axle wooden framed trailer

4321 Small round bistro table and 4 stacking chairs

4322 Plastic barrel style water butt no top

4323 Small 3 wheeled yellow lift up truck

4324 Double axle large car trailer with hand winch

4325 Quantity of long lengths of timber

4326 Small quantity of short lengths of timber

4327 Small pallet of block paviors

4328 Single axle metal and wooden framed trailer (1 
tyre missing)

4329 +VAT Pallet of flatpack storage parts

4330 3 pallets of Eco Barrier environmental sound 
proofing pads

4331 Pallet of drainage boxes

4332 Large quantity of dexion racking

4333 Large pallet of long lengths of timber

4334 Pallet of rounded edged timber furniture parts

4335 Tray of terracotta pots

4337 Terracotta rhubarb forcer

4338 Cascading cup water feature with spare top 
section

4339 2 potted olive trees

4340 +VAT Potted artificial buxus ball

4341 +VAT 2 artificial spiral leylandii plants

4342 2 cast iron vintage lampposts

4343 +VAT 2 potted artificial flowering plants

4344 +VAT 2 potted Broom Plants

4345 +VAT Potted Broom Plant

4346 +VAT Potted Broom Plant

4347 +VAT Potted Broom Plant

4348 +VAT Potted Broom Plant

4349 +VAT Potted Rosemary Plant

4350 +VAT Large Standard Salix

4351 +VAT Potted Mandevilla Sundavill plant

4352 2 castellated topped terracotta chimney pots

4353 +VAT Large Ceanothus

4354 Poled gazebo

4355 Set of Ford Focus roof bars, a roof bar soft box, 
gazebo and Ridge tent with pegs

4356 Coleman easy up shelter

4357 +VAT Bagged Coleman easy up shelter

4358 +VAT Qty of Sealy inflatable mattresses

4359 +VAT Vango combi grill

4360 +VAT 3 boxed and 3 unboxed Sealey inflatable 
mattresses

4361 +VAT Kirkland wedge set

4362 Set of Callaway golf clubs

4363 Box containing assorted golf balls

4364 Camping bed and small tent
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4365 Power Caddy golf bag with assorted clubs and a 
folding trolley

4366 *Withdrawn*

4367 Large quantity of assorted clubs inc.Cobra etc 
and some Kirkland golf balls

4368 2 air beds

4369 3 assorted golf clubs

4370 Titleist golf bag and a McGregor and Cobra 
clubs

4371 Titleist golf bag and some Motorcaddy winter 
wheels

4372 +VAT Calloway grey and white golf bag

4373 +VAT Timber Ridge folding camping chair

4374 +VAT Challenger K2 kayak

4375 +VAT Easyglide 3 wheeled folding golf trolley

4376 Single section of ladder and double section step 
ladder 
£20-30

4377 Power caddy golf trolley with battery and 
charger

4378 Quantity of MDF panelling

4379 Double section aluminium ladder

4380 Double section aluminium ladder

4381 3 section aluminium ladder

4382 Small double section low aluminium ladder

4383 10 tread grey step ladder

4384 +VAT 15 pieces of 8 x 4 chipboard

4385 +VAT 5 white double panel internal doors

4386 +VAT 4 oak veneer panelled internal doors

4387 +VAT 3 assorted style part glazed doors

4388 +VAT 6 white panel assorted size multi panel 
doors

4389 +VAT 3 x 4 panel oak veneer internal doors

4390 +VAT 8 white multi panel internal doors

4391 +VAT Oak veneer glazed internal door

4392 +VAT 8 assorted size white panel internal doors

4393 3 assorted radiators inc. large towel rail

4394 +VAT 4 assorted design white doors

4395 +VAT 2 oak veneer assorted design doors

4396 Grey shower tray

4397 2 white panel doors

4398 +VAT Large pallet of 6 panel white internal 
doors

4399 +VAT Pallet of assorted doors

4400 Large pallet of white panel assorted doors

4401 +VAT Pallet of flat panel fire doors

4402 Pallet of flat panel fire doors

4403 Double section blue and grey van rack with pull-
out drawers

4404 Double section blue and grey van rack with pull-
out drawers

4405 Single section blue and grey van rack

4406 3 x flatpack racks

4407 Scheppach rotovator

4408 Vintage rotivator

4409 Hayter Harrier 48 petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4410 Honda petrol powered rotary mower with grass 
box

4411 Hayter rough cut mower

4412 Mountfield SP454 petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4413 Red Mountfield petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4414 Kubota orange petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4415 Mountfield red petrol powered rotary mower, no 
grass box

4416 Hayter petrol powered rotary mower, no grass 
box

4417 Viking petrol powered rotary mower no grass 
box

4418 Power Devil electric garden mower and strimmer 

£10-20
4419 Large Condor rough cut mower

4420 Qualcast suffolk punch petrol powered cylinder 
mower with grass box

4421 Atco commodore B14 petrol powered cylinder 
mower with grass box

4422 Atco Royal B24 petrol powered cylinder mower 
with rear roller and seat

4423 Atco Royal B24 petrol powered cylinder mower 
with rear roller and seat
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4424 Ransoms petrol powered cylinder mower, with 
grass box

4425 Atco Balmoral 17 petrol powered cylinder mower 
with grass box

4426 Club cadet petrol powered ride on mower

4427 Murray 120 petrol powered ride on mower

4428 Cobra petrol powered rotary mower with grass 
box

4429 Red Yard King petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4430 Small aluminium fold up platform

4431 Set of vehicle ramps

4432 +VAT 3 tread aluminium step ladder

4433 Double section aluminium step ladder

4434 Toilet pan and unit

4435 Qty of metal sheets

4436 Toilet back unit

4437 Toilet pan, 2 sinks, pedestal and a pan bottom

4438 2 wash hand basins

4439 +VAT Tavistock illuminated bathroom mirror

4440 +VAT Grohe Vitalio Joy shower system

4441 Round wash hand basin complete with waste, 
tap and fittings

4442 2 sinks and a raised toilet seat

4443 Shower head

4444 Qty of assorted quick step flooring

4445 2 Sirrus 'Quick start' water heaters

4446 +VAT Orchid

4447 6 boxes of plaster light units

4448 +VAT Grohe start edge tap

4449 +VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxed toilet seat and a 
macerator

4450 Thermostatic shower kit and a electric shower

4451 Roll of bubble wrap

4452 Thin roll of bubblewrap

4453 +VAT Really useful plastic storage box

4454 +VAT Sentry safe

4455 +VAT 5 assorted toilet seats

4456 3 bags of mail bags

4457 +VAT Range Master tap

4458 +VAT Black boiling hot water tap unit and 2 taps

4459 +VAT Triton electric shower

4460 +VAT Box of fuses

4461 +VAT Box of large fuses

4462 +VAT Box of timers and sockets

4463 +VAT Box containing 2 white Reginox boiling 
hot water and a qty of taps

4464 +VAT Box of electrical switches

4465 +VAT Box of assorted lights

4466 +VAT Box of Legrand switches and blanking 
plates

4467 Box containing a macerator and other plumbing 
items

4468 +VAT Close coupled toilet - pan and seat only, 
no cistern

4469 Box containing small plastic bins, wooden off-
cuts and wooden strips

4470 +VAT Colourful banding and 2 boxes of 
polystyrene samples

4471 Massage bed

4472 Cream Bisley 2 door stationery cupboard

4473 Cream Bisley 2 door stationery cupboard

4474 Boxed ergonomic kneeling chair

4475 Pallet of blue carpet tiles and small qty of grey 
carpet tiles

4476 Pallet of super dots, sticky dots

4477 Pallet of sparkling water with March and April 
used by dates

4478 Vintage Milners safe with key

4479 Pallet of assorted items including alloy wheel, 
tyres, trolley jack, axle stands, lights, etc

4480 Pallet of assorted printers

4481 Bisley multi drawer filing cabinet

4482 Coffee and cream filing cabinet

4483 Coffee and cream filing cabinet

4484 Coffee and cream filing cabinet

4485 4 high wooden seated chrome framed bar stools

4486 Approx 12 wooden seated chrome framed 
stacking chairs

4487 Wheeled white table with shelves

4488 String 4 piece garden set consisting of 2 seater 
bench, 2 chairs and a glass topped coffee table
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4489 Cantilever parasol and 1 other in flat pack form

4490 Pallet of plastic storage boxes

4491 Pallet of assorted printers

4492 Pallet of Sleepy wipes

4493 +VAT X Rocker boxed desk

4494 +VAT Boxed rise and fall table and mirror

4495 6 wooden topped chrome framed tables

4496 Rattan style 5 piece garden set consisting of 2 
seater sofa, 2 tub chairs and 2 metal tables

4497 3 wooden stacking chairs

4498 Blue filing cabinet 
£10-20

4500 +VAT Boxed paper shredder and boxed bar 
stool

4501 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4502 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4503 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4504 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4505 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4506 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4507 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4508 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4509 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4510 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4511 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4512 +VAT 7 boxes of Flexovit 93x230mm fine 
sanding sheets

4513 Large fly press

4514 Petrol powered mini mixer, no stand

4515 Box of hard hats

4516 Pallet of assorted items including car bulbs, 
vacuum cleaner, small step, toolbox, large 
ammo box, etc

4517 Grey metal filing cabinet containing gloves and 
tools including jigsaw, timing lights, punch sets, 
chisels, sockets, etc

4518 Large Airmate 50L compressor

4519 Large A-frame with hoist and 10 tone dozer/jig

4520 Vintage jump start kit

4521 +VAT Boxed Arcan trolley jack

4522 Upright Airmate Hurricane compressor

4523 Red generator

4524 Specialist disability chair

4525 Q electric pressure washer

4526 Singer industrial style sewing machine

4527 Brother industrial style sewing machine

4528 Mayfair red 4 wheel mobility scooter

4530 5 x bags of plaster

4531 Pallet containing assorted tools, fixings, filing 
cabinet, etc 
£100-200

4532 Pallet of assorted lin bins

4533 Pallet of assorted bulbs

4534 Pallet of electrical switches, junction boxes, etc

4535 Red Cobra welder

4536 Hop up platform

4537 2 x work lights

4538 Large blue double section flight case

4539 Small wheeled tool case

4540 3 x ionisers

4541 Energer circular saw

4542 5 socket workshop unit with timer

4543 Large white 4 wheeled table

4544 4 wheel shopping basket with seat

4545 Large blue bench with drawer under

4546 Nortek bench with single drawer and electrical 
sockets

4547 Large electrical style bench with lin bin rack, 
sockets and single drawer

4548 Large metal workbench

4549 2 x small work tables

4550 2 x gas analysers
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4551 Pallet of assorted items including tile cutters, 
door locks, fans, transformer boxes, etc

4552 Pallet of assorted items including tools, 
extension cables, transformer, etc

4553 Salamander heater

4554 Atlas Copco power pack with breaker, points 
and chisels

4555 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4556 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4557 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4558 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4559 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4560 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4561 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4562 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4563 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4564 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4565 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4566 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4567 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4568 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4569 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4570 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4571 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4572 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4573 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4574 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4575 +VAT 4 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4576 +VAT 2 x boxes of Flexovit 115mm 80 grit 
sanding disks

4577 +VAT Boxed Keter Cortina flat pack storage box

4578 Large multi tool workbench complete with 
planer, lathe, circular saw, drill, etc

4579 Box of assorted tools including Black+Decker 
steamer, tile cutter, electric plane, etc

4580 3 air ratchet guns

4581 Evolution 110v chop saw

4582 110v transformer and lead

4583 Box of margin trowels

4584 Box of assorted brass and copper valves

4585 Box of Touch Star unit

4586 Small National Machinery pillar drill

4587 +VAT 3 boxes of air compressor kits

4588 3 yellow lorry straps

4589 Double ended polisher

4590 110v 9 1/2" angle grinder

4591 Box of lathe tools

4592 Double ended bench grinder

4593 American pro toolbox with various tools

4594 +VAT Makita 110v circular saw

4595 Draper fret saw

4596 +VAT Small boxed safe

4597 Security bars

4598 2 car radios and some speakers

4599 2 blue lorry straps

4600 Johnson outboard motor

4601 +VAT Large selection of areoles to include de-
icer, Trim Fix adhesive, damp & stain block, 
mitre fast, etc

4602 +VAT Large selection of spray paints to include 
marking paint, furniture paint, metal paint, 
radiator enamel, etc

4603 +VAT Large selection of car cleaning items to 
include shampoos, interior cleaner, colour 
restorer, lithium grease, etc

4604 +VAT Sonic torque wrench 60-300

4605 +VAT Milwawkee M12 Fuel high speed ratchet
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4606 +VAT Topdon jump starter surge 2000 plus a 
VS200 plus

4607 +VAT Gooloo GT1500 just starter plus a 12V & 
24V jump starter

4608 +VAT Makita circular saw - no battery

4609 +VAT 2 x Cisivis palm routers

4610 +VAT Truckmate S6900, G4 by GBrite, Bosch 
window wipers, Tough Master vacuum cleaner, 
alloy repair kit and Unipart master cylinder

4611 +VAT Benchtop vice, Robin insulation tester, 
Vevor solid mig welding wire plus a Snap-on 4pc 
mini soft grip set

4612 +VAT Various bike parts to include grime guard, 
tyre sealant, bike lights, bike chain, folding tyre, 
etc

4613 +VAT Motorcycle items to include Reusch 
gloves, Orz helmet, Barkbusters hand guards 
and wind deflectors, wireless earphones, etc

4614 +VAT Various car parts to include oil filters, 
brake pads, ball joint, propane e regulator model 
E, spark plugs, etc

4615 +VAT Various tools to include Ryobi 18V brad 
nailer, BOS angle grinder, Sealey work light, 
wrench, screwdrivers, etc

4616 +VAT 2 x Small body big energy portable car 
washing machines

4617 +VAT Various car badges, air fresheners, breath 
analyzer, tomtom SD card, LED headlight, and 
other related items

4618 +VAT Box containing various vehicle parts to 
include window wipers, mud guards, exhaust 
parts, car mats, body trims, Audi speaker, door 
handle, etc

4619 +VAT Box of various car parts to include 
steering wheel, air bag module, entertainment 
systems, shock absorbers, Napa suspension 
arm, air intake intercooler turbo, etc

4620 +VAT Noco boost HD ultrasafe jump starter 12V 
2000A

4621 +VAT De Walt XR li-ion brushless impact 
wrench (no battery)

4622 +VAT Car polishers, Muc-Off car cleaning kit, 
paint chip repair system and other related items

4623 +VAT Car booster seats, car mounts, first aid kit, 
leaner driver kit, etc

4624 +VAT RAC 400 amp rechargeable jump start 
station, multi-functional jump starter plus a 
Super HD dashcam

4625 +VAT 2 x Brushless multi tools plus a hammer 
drill (no batteries)

4626 +VAT Cycling items to include bike chains, 
peleton cycling shoes, pedals, inner tubes, 
handle bar bracket, etc

4627 +VAT Various tools to include drive bit set, 
hydraulic jack, hex key set, spanners, pipe 
cutter, impact adaptor, etc

4628 +VAT Bag containing various lorry straps

4629 +VAT Motorcycle parts to include various 
gloves, boots, helmet mount kit, helmet headset, 
etc

4630 +VAT Box of various car parts to include wipers, 
cover, trims, lights, car mats, wheel trims, filter, 
etc

4631 +VAT Various car parts to include door handles, 
night breaker laser, letters, phone mounts, car 
badges, Motorola systems, etc

4632 +VAT Box of various car parts to include throttle 
body valve, car badges, air fresheners, clutch 
pressure plate, etc

4633 +VAT Selection of car parts to include oil filter, 
multifunctional putty, ABS sensor, spark plugs, 
etc

4634 +VAT JusFit 8-inch brushless chainsaw, 
Hychika mini circular saw, battery chargers, 
welding gun, etc

4635 +VAT Rat & Glue mouse traps plus giant rat and 
mouse traps

4636 +VAT Various tooling to include cordless welder, 
chain saw blade, socket rail tray, cutting wheels, 
drill bits, planimeter, etc

4637 +VAT Various fixings and DIY accessories to 
include extension leads, screws, smoke 
detectors, door handles, dual pole socket, etc

4638 +VAT Various tooling to include snow foam 
guns, hammer, hole cutters, freud blade, tool 
chargers, chisel, etc

4639 +VAT 2x Storm guard shell cap covers, plus 
various silicone adhesives

4640 +VAT Boot scraper, Hozelock standard, paraffin 
heater, brilliant plant food and spray hose 
attachment

4641 +VAT Various fixings and DIY related items

4642 +VAT Various tooling to include screwdriver set, 
bosch charging station, festool cutting blade, 
Evolution 355mm chopsaw blade, jimmy bar. etc

4643 +VAT Various woodworking planes
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4644 +VAT 3 x Hello Klean purifying shower heads

4645 +VAT Bosh and Makita cordless drills (no 
batteries)

4646 +VAT Frenchic furniture paint, silver polish, 
wood & metal paint, anti condensation paint, 
quick dry varnish, etc

4647 +VAT Quantity of wallpaper rolls in various 
designs plus a roll of clear vinyl

4648 +VAT 14x Xiaomi electric precision screwdrivers

4649 +VAT Garden items to include plant pots, bird 
feeder, solar stake lights, hose attachments, 
keeling pad, etc

4650 +VAT Garden related items to include golf balls, 
warning signs, flymo trimmer caps, rake top, 
waterproof extension lead, fence & wall spikes, 
etc

4651 +VAT Various fixings and DIY related items to 
include duct tape, chime & alarm, dry wall 
fixings, induction lamps, etc

4652 +VAT Various fixings and DIY related 
accessories to include mains extension lead, 
smoke alarm, hand sprayer spare parts, plug 
covers, etc

4653 +VAT Bathroom and pluming related items to 
include tap, toilet seat, shower heads, sink 
strainer plug, etc

4654 +VAT Various fixings and DIY related items to 
include infra red bulbs, Black & Decker portable 
heater, curtain rod brackets, paint brush, etc

4655 +VAT Assortment of various fixings and DIY 
related accessories

4656 +VAT Selection of tooling to include Durston 
small bench vice, Cobra cutting discs, hole 
cutters, DeWalt set, etc

4657 +VAT Oakley Mod 5 polartec snowboarding 
winter sports helmet size adult medium 55-59cm

4658 +VAT 3 x Equestrian air jackets to include Helite 
zip'in 2 size child large, Helite size large and Pro 
Air point two size medium

4659 +VAT Various Equine gear to include bridles, 
forward girth, Halo helmet and Premier Equine 
shock absorber half pad

4660 +VAT Quantity of various life jackets to include 
Seaco, Viking, etc

4661 +VAT Palm sander, air gun, handle for Makita 
angle grinder, etc

4662 +VAT 2x Cuprinol silver copse fence paint , 
Protek wood stain and Resolva weekiller

4663 +VAT 3x Inducoat Fungi anti-fungal paint 5L

4664 +VAT 3x Various paints to include Keim mineral 
paint, Dry-Zone mold resistant emulsion and 
Coat paint

4665 +VAT 2x Mannol energy premium 7908 5W-30

4666 +VAT Flow screen wash, Wynn's off-car DPF 
cleaner and Peaty's loam foam

4667 +VAT Foxano dye sample, Flow rust remover 
and Dulux weathersheild paint

4668 +VAT 4x Ford Service B0-DC transmission oil

4669 +VAT Rustbuster Fe-123, Mannol 7715 lonlife 
504/507, Valet pro Foamula, DpB-100 and 
Liquimoly Top tec 4100

4670 +VAT Tire foam protects. firm fill anti corrosion 
wax, adhesive sprays, de-icer, auto-glym 
products, etc

4671 +VAT Large selection of spray paints, varnishes 
and electrical cleaner

4672 Seagull outboard motor

4673 Shakespeare battery powered outboard motor

4674 3 motorbike wheels and quantity of wiring

4675 Carpenters toolbox with small quantity of tools

4676 3 green lorry straps

4677 Double ended Record powered bench grinder

4678 Clarke double ended bench grinder

4679 Makita 110v circular saw and transformer

4680 2 bags of assorted tools inc. saws, planers, 
drills, tile cutters and various other tools

4681 2 rusty car discs

4682 Workzone boxed drill with battery and charger

4683 Wohler VIS 340 inspection video device

4684 Small green bench drill

4685 Alco electric garden shredder

4686 Box of assorted fixings

4687 2 lifting straps

4688 2 orange lorry straps

4689 Large Ruby tile cutter

4690 Green closure box and quantity of assorted 
fixings and car parts

4691 Bag of lorry straps (no ratchet)

4692 Axminster dovetail jig
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4693 Erbnuer chop saw

4694 Electric motor

4695 +VAT Flange spreader

4696 2 fuel cans

4697 Quantity of axel stands and bottle jigs

4698 2 boxes of used lorry straps

4699 Quantity of Audi lamps with speakers

4700 Predator stainless steel double exhaust box

4701 Cantilever toolbox with various assorted 
plumbing fittings, nails, screws and machine 
parts

4702 2 BOC welding regulators and some welding 
rods

4703 Box of assorted plumbing items inc. taps, small 
water heater, clips etc

4704 Box of sackbarrow wheels and tyres

4705 Drain rods and folding work bench

4706 2 drill stands

4707 +VAT Dewalt knife and tape measure set, Hive 
EV charger and a Road Angel camera

4708 8 boxes of Switchee thermostat kits

4709 Box containing 12 Irega double scale adjustable 
spanners

4710 +VAT Box containing 12 Irega double scale 
adjustable spanners

4711 Worx battery and charger

4712 +VAT Bosch electric polisher

4713 +VAT Bosch electric polisher

4714 +VAT Bosch electric polisher

4715 +VAT Bosch electric polisher

4716 2 boxes of assorted items inc. drill bits, files, 
screws, washers, saws, allen keys etc

4717 +VAT 1 boxed and 1 unboxed Bonair tyre 
inflators

4718 Workzone battery drill with 2 batteries no 
charger

4719 2 fuel cans and a paint stripper

4720 2 green jerry cans

4721 Garrett turbo

4722 2 motorcycle panniers

4723 Mini Cooper air condenser

4724 Quantity of Halfords Valor and other vintage fuel 
cans

4725 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4726 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4727 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4728 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4729 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4730 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4731 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4732 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4733 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4734 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4735 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4736 +VAT Box of respirator masks

4737 Harnesses

4738 Franke water unit

4739 +VAT Accurite clock, wet and forget toolbelt and 
some spray hoses

4740 Box of security cameras

4741 Mechanics creeper board

4742 3 x plastic tool boxes containing plugs, electrical 
fixings, tools, plumbing fixings, etc

4743 Large vice

4744 Large box of electrical boxes

4745 +VAT Small boxed heater

4746 Quantity of assorted cable

4747 Box containing handles, door furniture, etc

4748 Classic Prestige medical unit

4749 Quantity of light switches

4750 +VAT Tractor hitch

4751 Box of plumbing fittings

4752 Box of envelopes

4753 Brick router, chisel set, air nailer, Makita jigsaw, 
etc

4754 2 x boxes of Nullifire sealant

4755 Erbauer circular saw, Stanley multi tool

4756 Smoke machine and ball set

4757 Leica site level

4758 Karcher K2 electric pressure washer
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4759 Karcher K4 electric pressure washer

4760 Vintage hand drill

4761 +VAT Bosch Advanced Aquatak electric 
pressure washer with patio cleaning head

4762 Fitment work light

4763 Box containing plumbing items including taps 
and angle squares

4764 Rohr WSME 200 welding machine

4765 +VAT Bosch Universal Aquatak 135 electric 
pressure washer

4766 +VAT Nilfisk electric pressure washer with patio 
cleaning head

4767 Karcher boxed steamer

4768 Quantity of MacPherson Strut shock absorbers

4769 +VAT Quantity of floor mats and vinyl flooring

4770 6 x boxes of car organisers

4771 2 x pasting tables

4772 Small green pressure washer

4773 Large metal box containing various assorted 
tools including flashing light, screwdriver set and 
others

4774 Roll of red plastic hose

4775 +VAT Toolmaster fold up sack truck

4776 +VAT Keter fold up work table

4777 Challenge Extreme circular saw

4778 Packing roll holder

4779 Motorcycle helmet and gear tidy rack

4780 Under bay of assorted lights

4781 +VAT Box containing screen wash and AdBlue

4782 Titan heavy duty breaker

4783 Small metal toolbox with assorted tools and 
plastic box of assorted tools including tin snips, 
drill bits, wire brush, etc

4784 3 x boxes containing fire rated production foam

4785 Security exit lights and other lights

4786 +VAT Boxed Nilfisk electric pressure washer 
with patio cleaning head

4787 +VAT Boxed Nilfisk electric pressure washer

4788 Fuel cans, gloves and oil spill mats

4789 +VAT Half an under bay containing display 
screens, nets, silver packing material, barrier 
bases, etc

4790 +VAT Under bay of assorted car parts and 
accessories

4791 +VAT 2 x small barrow wheels and a tarpaulin

4792 2 x large wrench bars, socket set and tap and 
die set

4793 +VAT Microfibre cleaning cloths

4794 +VAT Box containing inflation hoses for spas, 
paddleboards, and various spa parts

4795 Box containing assorted tools including router, 
electric plane and various other items

4796 Rotating beaker and some LAP recess LED 
lighting kits

4797 +VAT 2 x car maintenance kits

4798 Bamboo bead door curtain

4799 2 x rolls of curtain track and a bug screen

4800 Wood burning effect electric fire

4801 Woods dehumidifier

4802 +VAT Meaco air conditioning unit

4803 2 x grey De'Longhi oil filled radiators, unboxed

4804 +VAT Meaco boxed dehumidifier

4805 +VAT Boxed De'Longhi oil filled radiator

4806 +VAT Unboxed Meaco dehumidifier

4807 1 small and 1 large unboxed Delonghi oil filled 
radiators

4808 4 x Innovation wireless BBQ thermostats

4809 +VAT Elecci dehumidifier

4810 Large quantity of long cupboard door handles

4811 +VAT Heater, light fitting, and satellite dish

4812 8 x boxed oil filled radiators

4813 +VAT White wood burning effect electric fire

4814 3 x bags of postal bags

4815 4 x bags of postal bags

4816 +VAT 2 x boxed De'Longhi convector heaters

4817 Quantity of strip lighting

4818 +VAT 5 boxes of Flexovit 50-grit sanding sheets

4819 +VAT 5 boxes of Flexovit 50-grit sanding sheets

4820 1 and 1/2 bowl stainless steel sink
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5001 Eight character jugs depicting various 
composers, to include Chopin, Strauss, 
Tchaikovsky, Mozart etc.

5002 Eight various sized character jugs depicting 
members of the Doulton family

5003 15 various sized character jugs depicting Comic 
figures to include Carry On characters, Charlie 
Chaplin, and Laurel and Hardy

5004 7 large character jugs depicting fictional 
characters, to include Phantom of the Opera, Bill 
Sykes, Merlin, Frankenstein etc.

5005 Approx. 25 small character jugs depicting 
various figures, to include Henry Morgan, 
Beefeater, jug collector, Sherlock Holmes, 
fireman, Winston Churchill, Montgomery, and 
Shakespeare

5006 6 large character jugs to include Sir Thomas 
More, The Walrus and the Carpenter, City 
Gentleman, and Hamlet

5007 3 large character jugs to include Schnozzle 
Durante, Jesse Owens and Albert Einstein, 
together with 3 Doulton teapots and spoon stand

5008 12 small character jugs to include Lord Nelson, 
Joint Lord Nelson and Lady Hamilton, Elizabeth 
I etc.

5009 Approx. 14 small character jugs depicting 
clowns, jokers, tambourine player, Queen 
Victoria etc.

5010 17 small Character Jugs, depicting manly 
sportsmen, to include W. G. Grace, Brian 
Johnston, baseball player, Dickie Bird, Len 
Hutton etc.

5011 Approx. 21 small Character Jugs depicting 
Falstaff, policeman, wizard, air raid warden, 
soldier of the Home Guard, airmen etc.

5012 7 large Character Jugs depicting historical 
figures, to include Montgomery, Winston 
Churchill, Lord Nelson, Vice-Admiral William 
Bligh, and Duke Wellington etc.

5013 6 various sized Character Jugs, to include 
kneeling Francis Drake, the Huntsman etc.

5014 9 large Character Jugs to include Bonnie Prince 
Charlie, a carpenter, George Stephenson etc.

5015 Approx. 20 small Character Jugs, to include Mr. 
Pickwick, a huntsman, Winston Churchill etc.

5016 Nine large Character Jugs depicting writers, to 
include Shakespeare, Lewis Carroll, Alfred 
Hitchcock, Confucius etc.

5017 9 various sized Character Jugs depicting famous 
Americans, to include Annie Oakley, Doc 
Holliday etc.

5018 Various miniature Character Jugs on wooden 
stand

5019 Small collection of Bunnykins, salt and pepper 
figures in the form of Votes for Women and 
Tweedledum and Tweedledee

5020 Various small and miniature Christmas related 
Character Jugs

5021 Various small and miniature Character Jugs 
depicting various subjects to include The Queen 
of Hearts, Bacchus etc.

5022 Various large Character Jugs depicting Kings 
and Queens of Britain, to include Queen 
Victoria, Charles I, Oliver Cromwell etc.

5023 9 Character Jugs depicting fictional characters, 
to include Genie in the Lamp, Merlin, Dacula, 
Captain Hook etc.

5024 Five large Character Jugs and 1 small Character 
Jug depicting pipers, guardsmen, and 
Beefeaters

5025 Six large Character Jugs, to include Quasimodo, 
Lord Kitchener etc.

5026 4 Character Jugs depicting The Musketeers

5027 Reproduction Jeyes Fluid advertising sign

5028 Arts & Crafts copper tray

5029 Victorian mahogany work table with basket

5030 Oak grandmother clock

5031 Small Georgian single drawer desk

5032 Pair of silver plated candlesticks plus an onyx 
and brass lamp

5033 Royal Doulton tree decorated vase

5034 Single door pot cupboard on cabriole supports

5035 Bargeware teapot

5036 4 x horse racing related silk stevengraph 
pictures

5037 Table top letter rack with drawers under

5038 Edwardian single door pot cupboard with drawer 
over

5039 Heavily carved oak bureau bookcase with 
glazed and leaded door panels 
£60-80

5040 Brass Mamod style steam engine

5041 Brass carriage clock
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5042 Lester Piggott inspired metal figure

5043 Painted metal art deco style table lamp

5044 5 x pieces of Woodstock Wren Clarice Cliff style 
crockery

5045 Rustic pine 4 tier display stand

5046 Triang truck plus a mobile crane 
£40-50

5047 Quantity of Mughal style loose prints plus 
Chinese cockerel and 2 Mediterranean prints

5048 Boxed Choo Choo Locomotive by Marx

5049 IKEA pop art wall hanging

5050 +VAT (2) Rectangular bevelled mirror in black 
painted frame

5051 Lowry print 
£30-40

5052 (5) American drop dial clock in walnut case

5053 Victorian mahogany chest of 2 over 2 drawers

5054 Georgian mahogany toilet mirror with 3 drawers 
under

5055 Georgian oak bureau with drawers under

5056 (6) American drop dial wall clock

5057 Victorian oak chest of 2 over 3 drawers

5058 Quantity of prints to include study of a 
gentleman, forest scene, lady with daughters 
plus a rural scene with thatched cottages

5059 Quantity of floral gilt picture frames

5060 Bayeux tapestry print plus scene from the Hyatt 
Regency in Grand Cayman

5061 +VAT (10) Narrow rectangular bevelled mirror in 
silver painted frame

5062 Oil on canvas - the ploughing team

5063 Modern abstract on canvas in beige and grey

5064 +VAT (3) Bevelled mirror in silver painted floral 
frame

5065 +VAT (8) Dome topped garden mirror

5066 Max Verstappen Red Bull Formula 1 racing car 
print

5067 Carved Edwardian bedroom chair with wicker 
seat

5068 Royal Doulton stand with 4 figures to include 
Jemima Puddle-Duck, Oliver Twist and others

5069 Oak single door pot cupboard

5070 2 x Moorcroft pieces - small vase and bowl

5071 Brass carriage clock

5072 Cased Royal Doulton child's breakfast set with 
egg cup, spoons, cup, saucer and plate

5073 Victorian commode

5074 2 x regency style upholstered children's chairs

5075 Pine chest of 2 over 3 drawers

5076 Watercolour - workers in the paddy field

5077 Print of an Indian rhinoceros

5078 Pair of framed prints - figures in drawing room 
and tavern and terrier

5079 Photographic print of Mohammed Ali and Elvis

5080 Framed and glazed David French horse racing 
print entitled "The Water Jump at Newbury'

5081 Jack Pyke cartridge bag plus a pair of ear 
defenders

5082 Box containing a quantity of rural and urban 
watercolours

5083 Print of Edwardian children on the beach

5084 (4) Modern chiming wall clock

5085 F1 Motor racing print with COA to reverse 
(Damon Hill)

5086 2 x watercolours - walled garden plus the 
musician

5087 Print with poppies

5088 Box containing horse racing related prints

5089 Venetian carnival print - figures in masks

5090 Multi panel photo frame

5091 Barrabas Armitage abstract acrylic on card

5092 Resin wall plaque - battling Mongul figures

5093 Limited edition print of a sleeping child

5094 David Green print plus a watercolour

5095 Stanley Ochart watercolour of Elstow, 
Bedfordshire

5096 (2) American drop dial wall clock in inlaid case

5097 7 x motor racing related prints

5098 Horse racing cigarette card picture wall hanging

5099 (1) Large Vienna style wall clock

5100 Box containing a quantity of botanical prints, still 
life with other flowers, the market scene and 
thatched cottage

5101 Pair of portrait prints - Monsieur De Guise and 
wife
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5102 (3) Drop dial wall clock with picture of Venice to 
the door

5103 Cigarette card picture with boxes

5104 Two mirrors in gilt and cream frames

5105 (7) Vienna wall clock in oak case

5106 Oval bevelled mirror in oak frame

5107 Quantity of prints to include Burmese figures, 
African print with the millet pounder, country 
cottages and a pre-Raphaelite picture

5108 +VAT (4) Rectangular bevelled mirror in cream 
frame

5109 Quantity of prints to include Mediterranean 
cottage, children, harbour scene and Spanish 
village

5110 Watercolour - still life with orchids and figure of a 
deer

5111 Three metal wall art panels

5112 Large metal hotel car park sign

5113 Pair of Shakespeare themed oak bookends

5114 Kingfisher and floral patterned jug and bowl set

5115 Glazed oak double door bookcase

5116 Brass miner's lamp

5117 Brass artillery shell

5118 Edwardian workbox

5119 A 19th century Indian brass jardinière, relief 
decorated with dancing figures within a 
scrollwork ground, h. 22.5 cm, 25.5 cm, 1687 
gms 
*from the collection of Phillip Allen (1938-2022)

5120 Spelter and marble table lamp with cherub to the 
column

5121 Two Royal Doulton toby jugs - the poacher and 
Don Quixote

5122 Pair of Chinese inspired table lamps plus a 
studio pottery vase

5123 Mesh and pine three door meat safe

5124 Folding three tier cake stand 
£5-10

5125 Gothic style clock 
£20-30

5126 Inlaid Indian octagonal side table with folding 
base

5127 Pine coffee table with drawers and shelves to 
the middle

5128 Oak canteen with a fish knife and fork set

5129 Victorian mahogany drop side work table

5130 Victorian walnut two tier whatnot stand 
£30-40

5131 Pair of wicker seated stool

5132 Oak side table of ball and claw supports 
£5-10

5133 Small pine stool

5134 Circular Victorian tripod table

5135 Carved African birthing chair

5136 Metal and faux marble circular coffee table

5137 Taxiphote stereoscope

5138 Narrow eight drawer storage unit

5139 Pine cheval mirror

5140 Ainsley dressing table set to include pin tray, 
ring bowl, atomiser and lidded pots

5141 Pair of rustic pine bedside cabinets

5142 Rustic pine bench

5143 Oak magazine rack with drop side

5144 Modern oak lamp table with drawer and shelf 
under

5145 Cast iron stick stand

5146 Oak TV stand

5147 Three studio pottery vase

5148 Pine bench

5149 Ladies shawl plus four vintage handbags

5150 Two boxes Covent Garden themed toilet roll 
holders

5151 Pair of modern pine display stands

5152 Ercol three seater stick back sofa plus a 
matching two seater and armchair

5153 Wicker waste paper basket, Chinese parasols 
and some oriental floral prints

5154 Sheepskin mat

5156 (4) Quantity of gilt, oak and other picture frames 
and prints

5157 Two ventriloquists dummies

5158 Metal Mobo child's desk with attached chair

5159 Edwardian oval dining table

5160 Brass banker's lamp
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5161 Two dome topped mantel clocks plus a quantity 
of cameras and a compass 
£20-30

5162 Pair of oak two drawer bedside cabinets

5163 Pine six drawer desk

5164 Three Royal Worcester Evesham patterned flan 
dishes

5165 Quantity of Beswick and other figures to include 
horses, beagles and barn owl 
£70-90

5166 Enamelled dish plus a lidded flour pot

5167 Pair of teak chests of two over two drawers

5168 Victorian tea caddy plus two trinket boxes

5169 Oak open bookcase

5170 (5) Mantel clock with carved frame and 
barometer under

5171 Small oak chest of four drawers with a fall front 
panel under

5172 Dome topped floral patterned hand painted 
wooden trunk

5173 Seahorse shaped two tier fruit basket together 
with 3 fruit patterned lidded boxes and a wicker 
picnic basket

5174 *Withdrawn*

5175 *Withdrawn*

5176 Fish shaped sour terrine with ladle and second 
dish plus three lotus shaped side plates

5178 Beithcraft chest of five drawers

5179 +VAT Pine effect display cabinet

5180 Floral patterned ginger jar plus a vase

5181 Green painted hall seat

5182 Brass oil lamp

5183 1950's oak finished sideboard 
£40-60

5184 Wicker rice basket

5185 Box containing a quantity of children's annuals

5186 Child's Reno series desk

5187 Cream painted chest of three over three drawers

5188 Wicker picnic basket with contents

5189 Pair of striped armchairs

5190 Quantity of prints and paintings to include 
cityscape, wall hanging with the sun, African 
masks and Chinese prints with horses

5191 Malayan komono plus a pair of silk pyjamas 
bottoms

5192 Three seater sofa with exposed beech frame 
plus a pair of matching armchairs

5193 Two Victorian and later barometers

5194 Four brass three branch lanterns

5196 Quantity of Art Nouveau blue and white floral 
tiles 
£30-40

5197 Stag chest of drawers

5198 Oak knife sharpener

5199 Inlaid tripod side table

5200 Lloyd Loom style armchair

5201 (3) Mechanical swiss army knife shop display

5202 Reproduction yew drum table

5203 Diamond patterned easy chair

5204 Leather tub chair

5205 Glass orb shaped table lamp

5206 Oak cupboard with linenfold panels

5207 Miniature tabletop chest of drawers plus a 
Victorian trinket box, deeds box and a national 
safe driving award medal 
£15-20

5208 Oak open bookcase

5209 Four boxes containing picture frames, tabletop 
globe, barometer, camera, general glassware, 
boxes and household goods

5210 Pine blanket box

5211 Wicker flower basket

5212 Glazed shop display cabinet

5213 Pine dropside table plus two chairs

5214 *Withdrawn*

5215 Teak 1970s magazine rack

5216 Collection of pewterware

5217 Box containing glass bottles, ink bottles and four 
collectors plates

5218 Fidelity travelling gramophone

5219 Box containing a map of New Zealand, military 
medals, brass candlestick, table lamp, blue and 
white ladles plus a butter dish

5220 1930s desk with rexine surface

5221 Jali cabinet with drawer
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5222 Wooden hat box plus a reproduction nest of 
three tables

5223 Edwardian chest of two over a single drawer

5224 Jali three drawer collector's cabinet plus an 
Edwardian stationery box

5225 Painted pine trunk plus a copper coal scuttle

5226 Heavily carved Indian trinket box

5227 Two cog shaped quartz clocks with figure of an 
infantryman, a ball watch, elephant figures and 
compasses

5228 Six French sundae dishes plus Swiss collectors 
plates

5229 Two boxes containing beer mats

5230 Box containing novelty figures, rose bowls plus 
various sporting medals and trophies

5231 Two resin wall plaques - Henry VIII and a wife

5232 Indian brass tray table with folding base

5233 Dynatron gramophone with tape deck and tuner

5234 (1) Box containing vintage cricket bats plus balls 
and sporting photographs

5235 Reproduction burr walnut coffee table

5236 Reproduction walnut coffee table

5237 Three walking sticks plus three vintage tennis 
rackets

5238 Leatherette wing back swivel armchair

5239 Child's oak armchair with leather seat and 
backrest

5240 Dray horse with cart

5241 Beech finished chest of two over four drawers 
£20-30

5242 Box containing classic Graeme Green and other 
novels

5243 Box containing horse hames, harness and a 
milkmaid's yoke

5244 Teak 1970's dressing table with stool

5245 Late Victorian tabletop writing slope

5246 Portmeirion bowl plus a blue glass fruit bowl

5247 Vintage tin plus two copper finished cooking 
pots and an RAC badge

5248 Tabletop display cabinet

5249 Square fretwork lamp table with glass surface

5250 Two vintage pouffes

5251 HMV wind up gramophone with horn

5252 Jali entertainment unit with door and shelf under

5253 Box containing blue and white modern tea 
caddy, Hornsey vase, ornamental figures, treen, 
clocks and a camera

5254 Four framed and glazed limited edition Janet 
Rogers prints entitled "Walled garden", 
"Gateway", "Meadow with sheep" and "Orchard"

5255 Reproduction coffee table plus a pair of tripod 
wine tables

5256 Two replica flintlock pistols

5257 Edwardian dome topped mantel clock

5258 Anglepoise desk lamp

5259 Box containing vintage doilies and tablecloths

5260 Six volumes of The Nature Books

5261 Box containing comical golfing prints, oil on 
canvas seascape, biplane plus rural prints

5262 Pair of inlaid and upholstered Edwardian 
bedroom chairs

5263 Stack of vinyl records to include mainly jazz and 
blues

5264 Two Queen Anne style dining chairs with drop in 
seats 
£10-20

5266 Two CD racks

5267 Box containing whiskey advertising items to 
include decanters and an ashtray

5268 Box containing carved African and other figures

5269 Modern oak office desk with filing cabinet to the 
side

5270 Victorian toilet mirror

5271 Box containing Edwardian and later wine and 
sherry glasses plus various dishes 
£20-30

5272 Box containing costume jewellery, ornamental 
figures and general household china

5273 Leather effect office chair

5274 Wrought iron tripod floor lamp

5275 Reproduction mahogany glazed double door 
bookcase

5276 Lloyd Loom style chair plus two upholstered 
stools 
£10-20

5277 Oak dropside tea trolley plus a trinket box and a 
pair of binoculars
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5278 French bow fronted two drawer chest with 
marble surface

5279 Cased cutlery set

5280 Metal 4ft6in cream painted bedstead

5281 Black painted metal 4ft6in bedstead

5282 (A) Persian Kerman floral carpet with red border

5283 (e) Persian Sarouk pink floral mat

5284 (c) Hamadan red floral carpet

5285 (f) Persian woollen rug with geometric pattern

5286 (d) Persian Hoseyn floral carpet

5287 Woollen carpet with floral patterns and 
medallions

5288 Three boxes containing reference books to 
include History of Archeology, Artists Anatomy, 
cookery books plus travel guides

5289 Bundle of walking sticks

5290 (b) Afghan runner with central medallions

5291 Ercol stickback two seater sofa

5292 Beech finished dining table

5293 Quantity of carved wooden and metal Balinese 
ornamental hands

5294 Norman Rockwell print entitled "The street was 
never the same"

5295 Two boxes containing a quantity of classical 
vinyl records

5296 Large quantity of prints to include alpine scenes, 
study of a gentleman and race horses

5297 2 x boxes containing coastal, urban and rural 
prints

5298 Circular glazed and metal coffee table

5299 Vintage Magic Roundabout themed tin

5300 Beech effect extending dining table

5301 Table top with miniature candlesticks, brass 
bells, meat mincer, modern Chinese vase, blue 
and white china, Hummel figures, pill box, 
glassware and miniature harvest jugs

5302 Marble effect extending dining table

5303 Beech armchair with cushion and wicker 
backrest

5304 Tartan fabric dining chair

5306 Victorian toilet mirror

5307 Multi drawer entertainment stand

5308 2 x boxes containing reference books to include 
Photographers at Work, Encyclopaedia of Model 
Aircraft plus a quantity of novels

5309 Pine finished what not stand with drawer

5310 Army helmet plus a Boeing Jumbo Jet electronic 
board in resin

5311 Pair of inlaid Indian folding chairs

5312 Cream painted console table with 2 drawers and 
shelf under

5313 Cut out Chinese cork diorama

5314 Japanese marquetry work cabinet

5315 Faux marble kitchen table

5316 3 x ruby glass bowls, green glass vase plus a 
Spode millennium plate

5317 Floral patterned and brass finished table 
centrepiece

5318 Mirrored 3 branch wall sconce

5319 Orange glass ceiling light shade

5320 Oak finished dining table plus 2 chairs

5321 Box containing mineral and rock samples

5322 4 x IKEA dining chairs

5323 2 x boxes containing music, Formula 1 and cars 
and countryside reference books

5324 Melamine drop side table plus a matching 
sideboard

5325 Quartz wall clock plus 2 mantel clocks 
£10-20

5326 Regency style toilet mirror

5327 2 x reproduction ships lanterns

5328 Quantity of blue and white meat platters plus 
tureens, European figures, floral and other 
vases

5329 4 x boxes containing vinyl records mainly rock, 
pop and easy listening

5330 3 x boxes and a stack of vinyl records mainly 
rock, pop and easy listening

5331 2 x boxes containing antique guides and other 
reference books

5332 +VAT (5) Narrow rectangular mirror in cream 
frame

5333 +VAT (6) Rectangular mirror in silver painted 
frame

5334 2 x coastal watercolours with yachts

5336 2 x rectangular framed mirrors
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5337 2 x Louis Wain style prints - child with cat and 
Sunlight Soap advertising poster

5338 Quantity of Lowry prints plus a wall plaque and 
map 
£30-40

5339 3 x Vogue prints

5340 +VAT (7) Large rectangular mirror in blue and 
white painted frame

5341 +VAT (8) Rectangular bevelled mirror

5342 Abstract painting in green

5343 Rolled shag pile carpet

5344 +VAT (10) Dome topped garden mirror

5345 +VAT (9) Narrow rectangular mirror in metal 
frame

5346 Oil on canvas - harbour with buildings in 
background

5347 2 x ladies sheepskin coats

5348 (3) Red floral Iranian carpet

5349 (2) Red carpet runner with central medallions

5350 (1) Louis De Poortere floral carpet with central 
medallion

5351 (4) Iranian carpet with floral pattern

5352 (5) 3.5m x 2.5m floral carpet with central 
medallion

5353 (6) Bokhara beige mat

5354 (7) Carpet runner with floral and geometric 
pattern

5355 (8) Indian woollen carpet with floral pattern and 
navy blue border

5356 Pink fabric shell back chair

5357 Circular glazed dining table with oak supports

5358 Grey button back swivel chair

5359 3 x stools for restoration

5360 Chinese chinoiserie 3 tier folding cake stand

5361 2 tier side table with floral frame

5362 Octagonal side table plus 2 tripod tables and 
table with glazed insert

5363 Brass finished wall light

5364 Oak octagonal side table with second tier

5366 2 x table lamps with reeded columns plus a 
pineapple shaped lamp

5367 Edwardian nursing chair

5368 Square oak lamp table

5369 4 x boxes containing Wedgwood and other china 
to include ornaments, vases, candlesticks, plus 
sherry glasses

5370 Victorian marble topped wash stand with 
splashback

5371 Locked Georgian bureau with 2 over 3 drawers 
under

5372 4 x pad footed beech chairs with rush seats

5373 Oak dome topped dresser

5374 Victorian oak letter rack

5375 Cream painted Victorian sofa

5376 2 x boxes containing the works of Dickens (the 
fireside edition, 18 vols) plus The Book of 
Knowledge 1-8

5377 Oak bookcase with sliding doors

5378 Seagrass blanket box

5379 Tartan ottoman

5380 Wall mounted mirror with shelf under plus a 
marble panel

5381 Victorian chiffonier with glazed doors under

5382 3 x onyx mantel clocks

5383 2 x mahogany and oak drop side tables

5384 Vintage Bush stereo system 
£20-30

5385 3 x glass and pottery table lamps with shades

5386 Ornamental bird cage with artificial flowers

5387 Victorian bracket clock

5388 2 x stainless steel tray plus a 4 piece tea service 
and a carving set

5389 Pine finished coffee table with 2 tables nesting 
under

5390 Victorian occasional table plus a work table and 
a reproduction sofa table

5391 Quantity of crystal and other wine glasses and 
vases

5392 Box containing Leonardo Collection and other 
cups and saucers

5393 Jali counter with cupboards under

5394 Child's oak reclining armchair

5395 IKEA 3 seater sofa plus a matching 2 seater

5396 Glazed oak corner unit
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5397 Pine finished single door bathroom cabinet

5398 Single bed base with headboard 
£20-30

5399 Folding chair with canvas seat and back rest

5400 2 x metal and pine coffee tables

5401 Large quantity of Staffordshire flatpack figures, 
character jugs and dogs

5402 +VAT 2 boxes containing furniture parts, plus 
picture frame

5403 +VAT African painting, plus 2 boxes containing 
furniture parts

5404 +VAT 1 box containing light fittings

5405 +VAT 1 box containing light fittings

5406 +VAT 1 box containing folding round table

5407 +VAT 2 mats, a headboard and Elliot table lamp

5408 +VAT Boxed wall mounted mirror

5409 +VAT Boxed mushroom shaped table lamp, plus 
bamboo towel rack

5410 +VAT Boxed back light panel

5411 +VAT 4 boxes containing furniture parts

5412 +VAT 5 boxes containing furniture parts, plus a 
cushion

5413 2 cream painted chairs, plus a stool

5414 2 Victorian writing slopes

5415 Bathroom pedestal basin cabinet

5416 2 Pine finished bedside cabinets

5417 Box containing quantity of Limoge gilt floral 
patterned crockery, plus fruit basket and teapot

5418 Adjustable black painted desk

5419 White painted adjustable desk

5420 +VAT Brown carpet runner

5421 Box containing vinyl records

5422 Oak fall front bureau with 3 drawers under

5423 2 brass table lamps

5424 Teak dressing table with mirror

5426 +VAT Shag pile mat

5427 Beech double door wardrobe

5428 Card table with folding supports

5429 Chinese inspired fretwork panel

5430 Quantity of tilting table parts and coat rack

5431 +VAT (11) rectangular bevelled mirror in painted 
frame

5432 Carved Chinese inspired fretwork panel

5433 2 Tailors dummies

5434 Reproduction mahogany break front sideboard

5435 2 Chinese inspired table lamps

5436 (2) Bow fronted hanging corner cupboard

5437 Pair of glass table lamps

5438 3 Tier Wernicke style bookcase with glazed and 
leaded doors

5439 Artificial plant with LED lights and pot

5440 Oval tilting Victorian table

5441 Tripod plant stand with reeded column

5442 Oil on canvas, pond woodland with mountains in 
background

5443 +VAT 2 Black leather effect 2 seater sofa, plus 
armchair

5444 Blue and white Chinese inspired lazy susan

5445 3 Iconic Photographic prints, Björn Borg, Ian 
Botham, and Roger Bannister

5446 Ercol rocking chair

5447 Large beanbag, plus 2 pouffes

5448 Narrow pine bookcase with 2 drawers, plus 
console table, lamp table, and coffee table

5449 Oil on board, boats on river

5450 +VAT (1) Dome topped garden mirror

5451 Bundle of course fishing rods

5452 Modern granddaughter clock

5453 Blue and white meat platter

5454 2 European porcelain figures

5455 Contemporary oak 3 drawer coffee table

5456 3 studio pottery vases

5457 Brass photo frame

5458 Beech cantilever sewing box

5459 Pine Cheval mirror

5460 Carved African drum

5461 Spinning wheel, plus lace cushion and box 
containing thread

5462 Pair of Edwardian prints in marquetry work 
frames
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5463 Buddhist inspired wall panel

5464 Oak bracket clock

5465 1950s glazed china cabinet

5466 Bundle of course fishing rods

5467 Oil on canvas, study of a lady

5468 Brass fire curb 
£20-30

5469 Pair of oils on canvases, study of dogs

5470 Bundle of course fishing rods

5471 Painting on ceramic tile, horse and cart in 
avenue of trees 
£30-50

5472 Table lamp with Royal Doulton lady to the 
column

5473 Warming pan, plus 4 martingales with brasses

5474 Watercolour, Study of a lady with child, in oak 
frame

5476 Photographic print of passenger liner

5477 (1) Six crucifixes

5478 Embroidery, lady and thatched cottage

5479 Quantity of framed and glazed British maps

5480 Bundle of course fishing rods

5481 Rectangular bevelled mirror in gilt frame

5482 Bundle of course fishing rods

5483 Box containing collection of collectors plates

5484 2 boxes containing Roslyn and Susie Cooper 
crockery, plus ornamental figures

5486 3 boxes containing vinyl records

5487 3 copper kettles

5488 Box and bag containing vinyl records

5489 Box containing chestnut roasters and flat iron

5490 Box containing brass lanterns and 5-branch 
ceiling light fitting

5491 2 boxes containing paperback novels, medical 
guides, and reference books

5492 Boxes containing Bulgarian crockery

5493 Box containing silver plate to include bon-bon 
dishes, teapots, fruit bowls, vases, tea strainer, 
plus cutlery set

5494 2 tins containing LEGO pieces

5495 Box containing 7" vinyl records

5496 5 boxes containing household crockery and 
china to include dinner plates, dishes, and 
cheese dish

5497 +VAT 3 boxes containing coffee mugs, 
phrenology head, ginger beer bottle, jasperware, 
ornaments and glassware

5498 Box containing cigarette cards, jewellery box, 
costume jewellery, coffee grinder, china and 
household goods

5499 Singer sewing machine

5500 Box containing CD player, jewellery box, books, 
Chinese ornaments, and household goods

5501 Box of table lamp, collectors plates, ornamental 
figures, general crockery and household goods

5502 Small rucksack, vintage tennis racket, vinyl 
records, part typewriter and household goods

5503 +VAT Bag of 4 Chinese scrolls

5504 Vienna wall clock

5505 Concrete figure of sow with piglets

5506 Box and bag of paperback and hardback novels 
inc. The Hunger Games, Enchanted Wood, 
Golden Lion and The Racqueter

5507 2 stoneware flagons

5508 4 Musha mirrors plus and Shivas Regal 
advertising mirror

5509 Engraving of Christ with the lambs in birds eye 
maple frame

5510 Box of silver plate inc, butter dish, vase with 
candle sconces, decanters, bon bon dish and a 
novelty teapot

5511 Bracket clock in oak case

5512 Singer sewing machine

5513 Quantity of floral patterned tiles

5514 Box of German goblets

5515 (G) Persian Fine Woolen Kilim

5516 Box of Aynsley china, glass basket plus vase, 
Waterford crystal and collectors plates

5517 2 boxes of glassware inc. jugs, various bowls 
and dishes

5518 2 boxes of Denby crockery

5519 Cased Singer sewing machine 
£20-30

5520 Box of brass weights

5521 Two wrought iron companion sets plus a brass 
magazine rack and fire curb
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5522 Quantity of vinyl records

5523 2 boxes of commemorative ware, Royal 
Worcester and other figures plus glassware and 
household goods

5524 Plastic tub with quantity of champagne flutes 
and other glasses

5525 3 boxes of floral patterned and other crockery 
plus general china

5526 Box of copper and brass ware inc. shallow 
dishes, ashtrays and goblets

5527 Box of piggy banks and other pig figures

5528 Box of Shellac records

5529 Quantity of lawn bowles in canvas bag

5530 3 boxes of kitchen storage vessels, glass 
dishes, CD's and DVD's plus books and 
candlesticks

5531 4 boxes of hip flasks

5532 Box of Royal Doulton meat platter plus various 
dishes, blue and white jugs and crockery

5533 2 boxes of RAF related mugs and beer stein s

5534 Box of collectors plates, shot gun stocks and 
ceramics

5536 8 albums and 3 boxes comntaining large 
quantity of CD's

5537 5 metal and wooden wine racks

5539 Box of decanters, ornamental figures, character 
jugs, glass vase and various jugs

5540 Cased sewing machine 
£20-30

5541 3 boxes of antique guides, cookery books and 
books on the military

5542 2 boxes of large quantity of Lilliput Lane 
cottages 
£30-40

5543 Box of pottery vases, blue and white china and 
household goods inc. cutlery and board games

5544 Box of trinket pots, various china, bookstand, 
commemorative ware and loose Beatles prints

5545 3 boxes of large quantity of fruit and floral 
patterned kitchen crockery plus wash stand jugs 
and bowls

5546 4 boxes of laboratory storage vessels and flasks

5547 2 cast iron and a brass door stop

5548 Box containing collectors plates, dinner plates 
and rose patterned vases

5549 Cased sewing machine

5550 Boxes of Colclough and other rose patterned 
crockery plus decanters and kitchen storage 
vessels

5551 Large quantity of children's games and toys inc, 
push along dog, teddy bear and duck

5552 Box of children's dolls and wooden dolls house 
furniture

5553 Box of Bobbins

5554 Bag of fishing tackle

5556 Box of Churchill floral patterned dinner plates

5557 2 x boxes containing glass bottles, inhaler plus a 
soda syphon, jug jelly mould, cribbage board 
and a ginger beer bottle

5558 Stack of Playmobil and other children's games

5559 Box containing a quantity of Royal Doulton 
Sherbrooke patterned crockery plus other china

5560 2 x boxes containing Tonka toys

5561 10 x boxes containing a large quantity of Ainsley 
china

5562 6 x boxes containing Ladybird books, children's 
annuals and classic novels

5563 Stack of collectors plates

5564 3 x boxes containing floral patterned crockery, 
Bulgarian pottery, various dishes and treen

5565 Box containing sheet music

5566 2 x boxes containing blue and white and other 
Chinese crockery

5567 Box containing 2 Wade dragon boats plus a 
quantity of pottery cars

5568 Box containing vinyl records

5569 Box containing a novelty teapot, ornamental 
Mallard ducks plus studio pottery, fish patterned 
stationery box and a table lamp

5570 Box containing track die-cast cars and a 
controller

5571 Boxes containing coffee mugs, household 
crockery, ornamental figures, prints, teapots and 
metal ware

5572 Box containing vinyl records

5573 Painting on fabric - Alpine scene plus print with 
Chinese river boats and a rural scene

5574 Quantity of prints and paintings to include The 
Huntsman, scene with trees and cottage, 
portraits and a map of Europe
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5575 2 x boxes containing 3 x oil lamps, 2x fie 
insurance plaques/marks, bellows, miner's lamp, 
carbide bike lamp, warming pan and lantern

5576 Blue and beige carpet

5577 Quantity of horse racing related prints plus other 
rural picture and seascapes 
£15-20

5578 Box containing RAF prints plus urban 
photographic prints

5579 Oil on board - fishing boat in dry dock

5580 Georgian banjo barometer

5581 Watercolour - tree trunk and apples

5582 4ft 6" memory foam mattress

5583 +VAT 4ft 6" memory foam mattress

5584 Box with a large quantity of fishing rod parts

5585 +VAT Silver and grey carpet

5586 Box containing glass vases, blue and white and 
floral patterned china

5587 Box containing children's cars, toys and a robot

5588 Cased Singer sewing machine

5589 Box containing a quantity of Royal Albert, Royal 
Devon and other floral patterned crockery

5590 4 x boxes containing vinyl records

5591 Four ceramic Chinese figures

5592 Box containing a brass quartz clock plus brass 
candlesticks, toasting fork and companion set

5593 Box containing tape cassettes

5594 Box containing magazines, programmes and 
ephemera

5595 Under bay with 5 x boxes containing books, 
wooden trinket box, collectable tins, floral 
patterned crockery and teasmade

5596 Box containing set of scales, ships decanter, 
soda syphon, pottery and household goods

5597 Box containing Speed and Power magazines

5598 Box containing Denby crockery plus a stainless 
steel tea service

5599 Box containing ships decanter, shell, floral 
patterned coffee cups, plus owl, ornamental 
figures and posies 
£15-20

5600 Quantity of plastic dolls house furniture plus a 
dolls cottage

5601 5 boxes of household goods inc. candlesticks, 
Wedgwood, Russian doll, silver plated cutlery, 
paperweights, Cornish ware, jugs, coffee mugs 
and tureens

5602 Box of brass ceiling lights with shades

5603 Box of Jasperware and a barometer

5604 Box containing Wedgwood pots and vases plus 
cups and glassware

5605 Box of ladies handbags, horse brasses and 
piggy banks

5606 Quantity of fire irons inc. fender, fire front, 
candle snuffer, toasting forks and tongs

5607 1950's walnut cased wall clock by Carrez

5608 4 boxes of large quantity of glassware

5609 4 boxes and case containing glass dishes, 
camera, ornamental figures, table lighters, onyx 
goblets and car ornaments

5610 Box of collection of thimbles

5611 Floral patterned ivory blush plant pot

5612 Box of vinyl records

5613 2 boxes of Royal Albert Trigo patterned crockery 
plus 3 Coalport strawberry patterned dishes

5614 Box of letter rack, playing cards, board games 
and carved trinket boxes

5616 Box of loose cutlery, beer mats, car ornaments 
and boxed cutlery sets

5617 3 boxes of clover and floral patterned crockery

5618 Box of ornamental figures, pottery, china, 
glassware and ornaments

5619 2 boxes of glass bottles

5620 2 blue and white floral patterned tureens plus 
Minton china inc. dishes, egg cups and salt and 
pepper set

5621 Box containing small chestnut roaster, bisque 
dolls and a vanity set

5622 3 Royal Doulton lady figures plus figure of 
gentleman

5623 Rose patterned Japanese export tea service

5624 Quantity of paperweights

5625 Box and bag containing vinyl records

5626 Quantity of Leonardo collection and other 
teddies

5627 Cage of Royal Worcester, Franklin Mint and 
Disney collectors plates
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5628 Cage of Palitoy Star Wars figures

5629 Cage of lead soldiers and artillery pieces

5630 Cage of ornamental birds plus collectors plates

5631 Cage of die cast vans and Formula One car

5632 Cage of Wedgwood coffee service, Clarice Cliff 
and Susie Cooper butter/cheese dish, jugs plus 
marmalade pots and candlesticks 
£80-100

5633 Cage containing Royal Standard floral patterned 
tea service

5634 Cage containing Beswick horse with foal

5635 Bag and stack of children's books

5636 Box of books plus Action Man and other toys

5637 Quantity of cranberry glass inc. vases, oversize 
goblets and decanter

5638 Cage of resin Leonardo Labrador figures

5639 Cage containing tobacco jar, trivet, 2 pill boxes, 
Stanley bakelite measure, print and tobacco jar

5640 Team Daiwa Tackle Box Seat, Keep Net, 3 
Complete Fishing

5641 Cage of loose cutlery plus goblets and a ring

5642 Cage of small garden elephant, blue and white 
jug plus bowl, brooches, copper pan and jugs

5643 Cage of ornamental m Staffordshire figures, 
blue and white china and floral patterned 
crockery

5644 Cage of 3 branch silver plated candlestick, 
artificial flowers plus ornamental animal figures

5645 Cage of Cantonese and Imari china plus export 
crockery and blue and white dish

5646 Cage of decanters, sherry and wine glasses 
£50-60

5647 Cage of silver plate and silver inc. hip flask, 2 
milk jugs, sugar bowl, toddy labels and miniature 
ale mug

5648 Cage of Beatrix Potter Beswick figures, glass 
ornaments and a Lilliput Lane cottage

5649 Cage of floral patterned crockery, decanter

5650 2 x boxes containing coffee sets, general 
household crockery plus glassware

5651 Cage containing Carlton Ware dishes plus, 
Suzie Cooper coffee service

5652 Cage containing Bavarian and Royal Worcester 
plates and dishes

5653 4 x decanters and a large glass bowl

5654 Art Deco uranium green glass vase

5655 Cage containing glass fruit bowls plus a jug

5656 Cage containing blue and white crockery, 
dressing table tidy plus Jasper Ware

5657 6 x boxes containing a large quantity of china to 
include dinner plates, fruit bowl, jugs, mugs and 
general crockery

5658 Cage containing Royal Stafford and other floral 
patterned crockery

5659 Cage containing a large quantity of Minton 
Haddon Hall patterned crockery

5660 Cage containing plastic farmyard and wild 
animals

5661 Cage containing pair of binoculars, brass hippo, 
Buddhas head, Masai figure plus a salt and 
pepper set

5662 Cage containing a quantity of matchboxes

5663 Cage containing play worn die-cast vehicle plus 
Dandy comics

5664 Box containing brass 3 branch ceiling light 
fittings plus shades and wall lights

5665 Cage containing Danbury Mint angel figures

5666 Cage containing Matchbox vehicles

5667 Cage containing export Chinese cups and 
saucers plus fruit bowls and spoons

5668 Collection of paperweights

5669 Collection of ornamental bear figures, souvenir 
crockery plus ornaments and glassware

5670 Cage containing various cups and saucers plus 
Wedgwood Christmas plates

5671 Box and 4 x bags containing a quantity of Wilbur 
Smith and other novels

5672 Cage containing play worn Matchbox die-cast 
vehicles

5673 Cage containing brushes, thimbles, children's 
toys, photographs, petty cash box and dolls

5674 Cage containing a quantity of Elvis Presley 
records

5675 Cage containing silver plate to include teapot 
and lidded bowl plus Carlton Ware, ashtray, 
glass bottle and paperweights

5676 Cage containing cow creamer, ornamental 
rolling pins, children's toys and general china

5677 Cage containing play worn diecast vehicles

5678 Under bay containing quantity of boxed lighting
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5679 Cage containing preserve pan, silver plate to 
include jug and kettle, plus clutch bag, souvenir 
spoons, and playing cards

5680 Cage containing harvest jug, coinage, marbles, 
children's toys and dress jewellery

5681 Cage containing dress jewellery

5682 Cage containing collection of wristwatches

5683 Cage containing play worn diecast and other 
toys

5684 Cage containing dress jewellery, plus pill boxes

5685 Under bay with quantity of tape cassettes and 
vinyl records

5686 Cage containing quantity of costume jewellery

5687 Cage containing leaf patterned and other 
crockery

5688 Cage containing Lord of the Rings themed 
Selangor shot glasses

5689 Cage containing miniature quartz clock, various 
bowls, dishes and china

5690 Cage containing glass vases, dishes, jugs and 
quartz clock

5691 Cage containing resin cat figures

5692 2 boxes containing children's toys, radio, export 
crockery, and household goods

5693 Cage containing large collection of jasperware

5694 Cage containing costume jewellery and pin 
badges

5695 Cage containing wristwatches, snuff box, 
cameras, silver handled pedicure set, silver 
plated pusher and spoon

5696 Quantity of boxed and loose diecast vehicles

5697 Cage containing costume jewellery and 
wristwatches

5698 Cage containing collection of Calton ware 
novelty cups and teapot

5699 Cage containing Edwardian flower and swag 
patterned crockery 
£20-30

5700 Chinoiserie mirror

5701 Dressing table mirror, impressionist and other 
prints

5702 Fisherman's canvas folding seat
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